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xABSTRACT
k-means clustering is the most common clustering technique for homogenous datasets. In
this thesis we introduced some contributions for problems related to k-means. The first topic, we
developed a modification of the k-means algorithm to efficiently partition massive data sets in
a semi-supervised framework, i.e. partial information is available. Our algorithms are designed
to also work in cases where not all of the groups have representatives in the supervised part of
the data set as well as when the total number of groups is not known in advance. We provide
strategies for initializing our algorithm and for determining the number of clusters. The second
contribution we develop a methodology to model the distribution function of the difference
in residuals for a K-groups model against a K ′-groups model for assessing if more groups fit
the model better (K ′ > K). This leads us to estimate the distribution of a sum of random
variables: We provide two possible approaches here, with our first method relying on the theory
of non-parametric kernel estimation and a second approximate approach that uses the normal
approximation for this tail probability. Finally, we introduce a new merging tool that does
not require any distribution assumption. To achieve this we compute the normed residuals, for
each cluster realization, these residuals form sample from a non-negative distribution. Using
asymmetric kernel estimation we estimate the mis-classification probability.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis is unsupervised technique that find partitions in a dataset. Methods to
obtain such groups range from model-based assumptions to distribution free distance methods.
Argubly, perphas the most popular clustering algorithm is the k-means. If not information
or any structure of the data is known, k-means obtain homogenous groups. In this thesis we
developed some contributions of k-means improve it performance.
1.1 Semi-supervised Clustering
As we mentioned early, k-means obtain homogenous group if not structure is known from
the dataset. There exists cases that a dataset have information in it, this is known a supervised
learning. In supervised learning, knowing this information, we can use classification techniques
to obtain groups. However, there are cases that partial information is available, i.e, we have
some knowledge about some of the observations from the data, this is known as semi-supervised
learning. In Chapter 2, we developed a k-means algorithm for a semi-supervised framework.
We introduced a variation of the k-means that adapts to a semi-supervised framework. Our
developed k-means use the available information to obtains these clusters. Using these available
information we improved our k-means. We also developed technique for initialization as well
to determine the number of groups using the available information. Finally, we applied our
methodology in two semi-supervised framework in a microarray gene expression and in func-
tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging to determine activated regions. The goal in microarray is
to find gene that express similarly and group together. fMRI is a non-invasive technique that
acquire brain imaging and by determined activation in those voxels where blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) is significatly different from 0. This can seen a semi-supervised framework
2because we are interested in the voxels that contain the brain images, those voxels outside the
region are called background and/or noise.
1.2 Determine the Number of Groups in a Dataset
One of the biggest challenge in clustering is knowing the number of groups beforehand.
Methods to determine the number of groups in k-means run the k-means for a given range of
number of groups. In Chapter 3 we extend the bootstrap significance hypothesis test to deter-
mine the number of groups in a dataset. In here we address this by proposing two approaches
that are distribution free, 1) Kernel estimation of the convolution and 2) normal approximation
of the sums of random variables. Our method is flexible when testing for different number of
groups since it does not require to test sequentially. We applied this methodology in two real
life examples in assessignificance in the number of groups in a fMRI study and color quanti-
zation. Color quantization is a common technique in computer imaging, that the goal is to
display a image with the number minimum of colors possibles
1.3 Merging Clusters
There cases when partitioning the data in groups is not pausible. Researchers have argued
when there is not a clear relationship between these groups, they can me merge together.
Assuming a particular distribution for the dataset, i.e., this is known as model-based clustering
we can find such structure such that these groups are combine. In Chapter 4 we proposed
distribution free approach to estimate the pairwise overlap, which its defined as the sums of
two missclassification probabilities. By obtaining an estimation of this overlap measurement
we also extended this overlap measure to combine groups. Finally, we applied our methodology
in problems where k-means perform poorly.
We conclude this thesis with a discussion about these contributions for k-means clustering.
3CHAPTER 2. EFFICIENT SEMI-SUPERVISED k-MEANS
CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS FOR MASSIVE DATASETS
A paper to be submitted to IEEE Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
Israel Almodo´var-Rivera and Ranjan Maitra
Abstract
The issue of semi-supervised clustering arises when the class identities of some observations
are available while others are not. Here, we developed a modification of the k-means algorithm
to efficiently partition massive data sets in a semi-supervised framework. Our algorithms are
designed to also work in cases where not all of the groups have representatives in the supervised
part of the data set as well as when the total number of groups is not known in advance. We
provide strategies for initializing our algorithm and for determining the number of clusters. We
compared the relative performance of each algorithm in terms of finding groups and compute
time and see that the performance of our suggested methodology outstrips methods used in
current practice.
2.1 Introduction
Cluster analysis (Murtagh, 1985; Ramey, 1985; McLachlan and Basford, 1988; Kaufman
and Rousseuw, 1990; Everitt et al., 2001; Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Tibshirani and Walther,
2005; Kettenring, 2006; Xu and Wunsch, 2009) is an unsupervised learning method that par-
titions datasets into distinct groups of homogeneous observations. Finding structure in data
can be challenging in the absence of group information but is an important problem in a
4host of applications e.g. taxonomical classification (Michener and Sokal, 1957), market seg-
mentation (Hinneburg and Keim, 1999), software management (Maitra, 2001). As such, a
number of methods ranging from the heuristic (Johnson, 1967; Everitt et al., 2001; Jain and
Dubes, 1988; Forgy, 1965; MacQueen, 1967; Kaufman and Rousseuw, 1990) to the more formal
statistical-model-based approaches (Titterington et al., 1985; McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Fraley
and Raftery, 2002; Melnykov and Maitra, 2010) have been proposed and implemented.
There are, however, applications where class information is available for some observations
but not for others, but it is of interest to obtain a grouping for all observations in the dataset.
Semi-supervised clustering incorporates the available labels in the data into the methodology
in order to improve performance of algorithms that otherwise do not have the ability to use
this partial labeling. We introduce two illustrative showcase applications next.
2.1.1 Two Illustrative Case Studies
We present two applications where some observations have labels and where incorporating
this information may help to more accurately identify groupings among the other observations.
2.1.1.1 Improved Activation Detection in fMRI
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a noninvasive imaging tool to determine
cerebral regions that are activated in response to a particular stimulus and/or task (Bandettini
et al., 1993; Belliveau et al., 1991; Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1990). In the simplest
single-task paradigm, a typical experiment acquires time course sequences of images and, after
correction and processing, relates the observed Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) time
series at each voxel with the expected BOLD response (Friston et al., 1994; Glover, 1999; Lazar,
2008). This is typically done by fitting, at each voxel, a general linear model (Friston et al.,
1995) and obtaining a test statistic (often a t-statistic) that tests for significant activation
at that voxel. Thresholding methods (Forman et al., 1995; Genovese et al., 2002) are often
used on these t-statistics to determine activation. In this paper, we explore an alternative
approach that segments (cluster) these t-statistics, but uses the known inactivated voxels (i.e.,
the background) to inform the segmentation inside the brain into inactivated and activated
5regions. Thus, we arrive at a semi-supervised clustering framework with one known group to
which all the labeled voxels belong. The total number of groups is also not known because
there may be multiple distinct patterns of activation (and multiple means for the different
distributions of the test statistic). We return to this application in Section 2.4.1.
2.1.1.2 Finding Similar-Acting Genes in Plant’s Diurnal Cycle
The processes and pathways involved in the synthesis and degradation of starch – are not
fully understood. In Arabidopsis, these two processes are integrated and occur cyclically at
rates that are related to the duration of day and night Smith et al. (2004). Synthesis of this
plant’s genome sequence can reveal the genes-encoding enzymes potentially involved in these
processes. The functionality of some of these genes is known from extensive studies done in other
species, but there is great uncertainty about others. For instance, the sub-cellular targeting
information of PGI1, PGM1, APLs, AGPase and STSs is encoded in the plastid (P), while
GLS1, DPE2, PHS2, etc. are encoded in cytosol (C), while for a few other genes (e.g. BAM5,
AGL2), the sub-cellular targeting location lies outside the cell membrane but is within the cell
wall and is said to be secreted (S). These locations (P, C or S) constitute labeled information
for some of these genes and our objective is to find genes acting in concert in starch synthesis
and degradation in the diurnal cycle using both the labeled and unlabeled data. We are thus
in a semi-supervised clustering framework. Importantly, there may be an unknown number of
additional locations outside the P, C and S which may also need to be determined. We revisit
this application in Section 2.4.2.
2.1.2 Background and Previous Work
Semi-supervised clustering has received some attention in the literature, with approaches
classified as either distance- or constraint-based (Basu et al., 2006). The former use existing
clustering algorithms (e.g. k-means) but, for instance, parameterize the distance or induce
learning in the parameter values in a way such that the constraints provided by the labeled
data are preferred, if not satisfied. For example, seeded k-means Basu et al. (2002); Wang
et al. (2011) initializes (Lloyd, 1982)’s k-means algorithm with seeds drawn from group means
6calculated from the labeled observations. Other suggestions (Bilenko and Mooney, 2003; Klein
et al., 2002; Basu et al., 2004b) exist but all these approaches result in partitions that do not
necessarily satisfy the “must-link” and “cannot-link” constraints induced by the observed labels
or prior knowledge. Constraint-based methods such as COP-k-means (Wagstaff et al., 2001) or
constrained k-means (Basu et al., 2004a; Demiriz et al., 1999) use the supervision of the labels
in the algorithm and yield partitions that maintain the labeling of the supervised portion of
the dataset.
Many semi-supervised approaches (e.g.,(Basu et al., 2002, 2004a)) are built (and tested)
under the premise that all labels in the complete (labeled and unlabeled) dataset are represented
in the supervised observations. However, a few authors (e.g., (Wagstaff et al., 2001; Wang
et al., 2011)) do not make this limiting assumption. Wang et al. (2011) modified seeded k-
means (Basu et al., 2002) by additionally finding initial centroids (for the unrepresented groups
in the labeled sample) from observations that are farthest from the labeled groups, and applied
the usual k-means algorithm. Wagstaff et al. (2001) earlier developed a similar approach using
constrained k-means. Unlike Wang et al. (2011) who assumed a known number of total groups
in the dataset, Wagstaff et al. (2001) estimated this number by minimizing a heuristic Marriott
(1971)-style criterion, that is, the within-sum-of-squares or SSW scaled with the square of the
total number of clusters.
In this paper we develop (Section 2.2) and introduce two efficient constraint-based semi-
supervised k-means algorithms: ss-k-means and ss-k-means++. The first is an efficient
semi-supervised adaptation of Hartigan and Wong (1979)’s k-means algorithm and is built using
simplifications that reduce the number of compute operations performed. The ss-k-means++
algorithm additionally modifies (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007)’s k-means++ algorithm and
provides theoretically guarantees of good performance. We use rate distortion theory to derive
a modified Jump statistic (Sugar and James, 2003) to determine the total number of clusters
in the dataset. Section 2.3 evaluates performance of both ss-k-means and ss-k-means++
extensively on simulated and real datasets, taking into account different dimensions, supervision
and cluster separations. We return to our showcase applications in Section 2.4. The paper
concludes with some discussion.
72.2 Methodology
Let Ξ = {X•1,X•2, . . . ,X•n• ,X◦1,X◦2 . . . ,X◦n◦} be a dataset with n = n•+n◦ p-dimensional
observations. Suppose that we know which of theK• classes each member of Ξ• = {X•1,X•2, . . . ,X•n•}
belongs to. Thus, we know that there are at least K• > 0 distinct groups in the data.
Call Ξ• and Ξ◦ = Ξ \ Ξ• as our labeled and unlabeled observations, respectively. Let
C•k = {Xj : Xj ∈ kth group}, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K•. Also, let ζ•i = (ζ•il; l = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = ek
when X•i ∈ C•k with ek as the unit vector that is 1 at the kth position and 0 at the other K−1
coordinates. Here, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K•}. Similarly, let ζ◦j = (ζ◦jl; l = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = ek when X◦j
belongs to the kth group (1 ≤ k ≤ K, not known and with K ≥ K•). Note that K ≥ K• is a
priori unknown. Our goal is to find the k for which each ζ◦j = ek for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n◦ such
that the SSW
O⊕K|K• =
K•∑
k=1
n•∑
i=1
‖X•i − µk‖2ζ•ik +
K∑
k=1
n◦∑
j=1
‖X◦j − µk‖2ζ◦jk, (2.1)
where {µk; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K} are additional ancillary parameters obtained while minimizing (2.1).
In the absence of labels, Ξ• ≡ ∅ and minimizing (2.1) is equivalent to minimizing the usual
SSW for which k-means (Lloyd, 1982; MacQueen, 1967) provides a local solution. Note that
(2.1) is also the framework for constraint-based k-means (Basu et al., 2004a; Demiriz et al.,
1999; Wagstaff et al., 2001), while removing the constraint of known ζ•iks for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n
•
in optimizing (2.1) sets the scenario for seeded k-means (Basu et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2011).
2.2.1 Efficient Semi-Supervised k-means Clustering
In this section, we propose two algorithms for partitioning Ξ◦. At this point, we assume
that K ≥ K• is known. Our starting point reduces computations by rewriting (2.1) via the
Result 2.2.1. Let X¯
•
k be the mean of the labeled observations in the kth class, i.e. X¯
•
k =∑n•
i=1 ζ
•
ikX
•
i /n
•
k, where n
•
k =
∑n•
i=1 ζ
•
ik is the frequency of labeled observations in the kth group,
k = 1, 2, . . . ,K•. Then minimizing (2.1) is equivalent to minimizing
OK|K• =
K•∑
k=1
n•k‖X¯•k − µk‖2 +
K∑
k=1
n◦∑
j=1
‖X◦j − µk‖2ζ◦jk. (2.2)
8Proof. The result follows by decomposing O⊕K|K• in (2.1) as
K•∑
k=1
n•k∑
i=1
‖X•i − X¯•k‖2ζ•ik︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+
K•∑
k=1
n•k‖X¯•k − µk‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
+
K•∑
k=1
n∑
j=1
‖X◦j − µk‖2ζ◦jk︸ ︷︷ ︸
(III)
. (2.3)
and noting that (I) does not involve any unknown and plays no role in minimizing (2.1) so can
be ignored in the optimization.
The main import of Result 2.2.1 is that Ξ• enters (2.2) only through labeled group sum-
maries ℵ• = {(n•k, X¯•k); k = 1, 2, . . . ,K•}. This can mean considerable savings in both required
compute operations and memory allocation, especially when n• =
∑K•
k=1 n
•
k is substantial (and
unnecessary), as in the fMRI experiment when as much as two-thirds of the voxels in the im-
aged region are known background and part of the (supervised) inactivated group. We now
introduce algorithms for optimizing (2.2).
2.2.1.1 A Lloyd’s-Type Algorithm
For K ≡ K•, Basu et al. (2002)’s constrained k-means extended Lloyd (1982) for locally
minimizing (2.1) using the entire dataset Ξ. We first develop a similar algorithm that locally
minimizes (2.2) and uses only ℵ ≡ ℵ•∪Ξ◦ instead of Ξ. Our proposed algorithm proceeds from
initial estimates for the K ≥ K• µks, groups observations in Ξ◦ (i.e., obtains ζ◦j s) , updates
the µks and proceeds to convergence. The updates for the µks differs from Basu et al. (2002)
because we propose access to Ξ• only through ℵ•. Such an update can be done by recognizing
that for any given assignment ζˆ
◦
j , the new µks are
µˆk =

n•kX¯
•
k+n
◦
kX¯
◦
k
n•k+n
◦
k
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K•
X¯
◦
k for K
• + 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
(2.4)
where n◦k =
∑n◦
j=1 ζˆ
◦
jk and X¯
◦
k =
∑n◦
j=1 ζˆ
◦
jkX
◦
j/n
◦
k. Our Lloyd’s-type semi-supervised k-means
algorithm has the following steps:
1. Initialization: Using methods to be introduced in Section 2.2.2, provide starting values
{µˆ(0)k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K}.
92. Iterative Steps: The `th iteration, ` = 1, 2, . . ., alternates between the following two steps
till convergence.
(a) Cluster assignments: Let C◦k;` = {Xj : argmin1≤l≤K ‖Xj − µ(`−1)` ‖2 = k for j =
1, 2, . . . , n◦}. Partition Ξ into clusters Ck;` = C•k ∪ C◦k;` for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K• and
Ck;` ≡ C◦k;` for k = K• + 1,K• + 2, . . . ,K. Set ζˆ
◦
j;` = ek if Xj ∈ Ck.
(b) Updates: Obtain updated µˆ
(`)
k s from (2.4) with X¯
◦
k;` =
∑n◦
j=1 ζˆ
◦
jk;`X
◦
j/n
◦
k;` and n
◦
k;` =∑n◦
j=1 ζˆ
◦
jk; .` in place of X¯
◦
k and n
◦
k, respectively.
3. Convergence: We iterate till (2.2) does not change further.
Similar to its k-means counterpart, our Lloyd’s-type development includes every X◦i in
calculations at every iteration. For k-means, Hartigan and Wong (1979) reduced computational
overhead by restricting computations only to observations with the potential to change groups.
We now develop a similar algorithm to further speed up computations for semi-supervised
k-means.
2.2.1.2 A Hartigan-Wong-Type Algorithm
We first state and prove the following
Theorem 2.2.1. Consider the reduced set of observations ℵ as defined in Section 2.2.1.1. Let
ζˆ
◦
= {ζˆ◦i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , n◦} be the class indicator vectors for Ξ◦ that yields OK|K• calculated as
per (2.2). For a fixed i = 1, 2, . . . , n◦, suppose that ζˆ
◦
i = ek, (i.e., X
◦
i ∈ Ck). Consider the
alternative assignment ζˆ
◦
? that differs from ζˆ
◦
only in that it classifies X◦i to C∗l , i.e., ζˆ
◦
i;? = el,
(l 6= k) but keeps all the other assignments unchanged, i.e., ζˆ◦j;? ≡ ζˆ
◦
j for j 6= i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n◦}.
Let K• = {1, 2, . . . ,K•} and K◦ = {K•+ 1,K•+ 2, . . . ,K}. Then the change in (2.2) is given
by
O
[X◦i :C∗k→Cl]
K|K• =
νk‖µˆk −X◦i ‖2
νk − 1 −
νl‖µˆl −X◦i ‖2
νl + 1
, (2.5)
where µˆk is as defined in (2.4), νk = ν
•
k ≡ n•k +n◦k for k ∈ K• and νk = n◦k for k ∈ K◦, and
{νk, µˆk} are calculated using ζˆ
◦
.
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Proof. The proof depends on whether k (or l) belongs to K• or K◦, so we consider each case
separately. We start with k.
Case: k ∈ K•. The only change caused in the first term of (2.2) by reassigning X◦i away from
Ck is in the contribution n•k‖X¯•k − µˆK‖2 which changes to
n•k‖X¯•k − (n•kX¯•k + n◦kX¯◦k −X◦i )/(n•k + n◦k − 1)‖2,
The difference between these two terms, after some algebra, is
− n•k
∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆkν•k − 1
∥∥∥∥2 − 2n•k(X◦i − µˆk)′(X¯•k − µˆk)ν•k − 1 . (2.6)
The kth contribution to the outer sum in the second term of (2.2) also changes, from
∑n◦
j=1 ‖X◦j−
µˆk‖2ζˆ◦jk to
∑n◦
j 6=i,j=1‖X◦j − (n•kX¯•k + n◦kX¯◦k −X◦i )/(n•k + n◦k − 1)‖2ζˆ◦jk. After some lengthy al-
gebra, this difference reduces to
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2 − (n◦k − 1)
∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆkν•k − 1
∥∥∥∥2 − 2(X◦i − µˆk)′(n◦kX¯◦k −X◦i − n◦kµˆk + µˆk)ν•k − 1 (2.7)
Adding (2.6) and (2.7) yields
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2− (n•k−n◦k−1)
∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆkν•k − 1
∥∥∥∥2− 2(X◦i − µˆk)′(n•kX¯•k + n◦kX¯◦k − n•kµˆk − n◦kµˆk + µˆk))ν•k − 1
which, from the definition of ν•k for k ∈ K• and (2.4), reduces to
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2
(
1 +
1
ν•k − 1
)
=
ν•k‖X◦i − µˆk‖2
ν•k − 1
. (2.8)
Case: k ∈ K◦. The reassignment of X◦i away from Ck only changes the kth contribution in the
outer sum of the second term of (2.2) to change, from
∑n◦
j=1 ‖X◦j − µˆk‖2ζˆ◦jk to
∑n◦
j 6=i,j=1 ‖X◦j −
(n◦kX¯
◦
k −X◦i )/(n◦k − 1)‖2ζˆ◦jk. After similar derivations as in (2.7), this difference reduces to
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2 −
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2
n◦k − 1
− 2(X
◦
i − µˆk)′(µˆk −X◦i )
n◦k − 1
=
nk‖X◦i − µˆk‖2
nk − 1 ≡
νk‖X◦i − µˆk‖2
νk − 1 .
(2.9)
Thus, regardless of whether k ∈ K• or k ∈ K◦, our common notation for µk and νk for both
cases provides the first term of (2.5). We now address the two cases for l.
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Case: l ∈ K•. The reassignment of X◦i to Cl changes the first term of (2.2) from n•l ‖X¯•l −µˆl‖2
to n•l ‖X¯•l − (n•l X¯•l + n◦l X¯◦l +X◦i )/(n•l + n◦l + 1)‖2, with difference
− n•l
∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆlν•l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 − 2n•l (X◦i − µˆl)′(X¯•l − µˆl)ν•l + 1 . (2.10)
The lth term in the outer sum in the second term of (2.2) also changes, from
∑n◦
j=1 ‖X◦j−µˆl‖2ζˆ◦jl
to
n◦∑
j=1
‖X◦j − (n•l X¯•l + n◦l X¯◦l +X◦i )/(n•l + n◦l + 1)‖2ζˆ◦jl
+ ‖X◦i − (n•l X¯•l + n◦l X¯◦l +X◦l )/(n•l + n◦l + 1)‖2,
with difference that ultimately reduces to
−
∥∥∥∥ν•l (X◦i − µˆl)ν•l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 − n◦l ∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆlν•l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 − 2n◦l (X◦i − µˆl)′(X¯◦l − µˆl)ν•l + 1 . (2.11)
The last terms of (2.10) and (2.11) zero out upon addition, leaving
−
∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆlν•l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 (n•l + n◦l + ν•l 2) = −ν•l ‖X◦i − µˆl‖2ν•l + 1 . (2.12)
Case: l ∈ K◦. The reasssignment ofX◦i to Cl only affects the lth contribution in the outer sum
of the second term of (2.2) from
∑n◦
j=1 ‖X◦j−µˆl‖2ζˆ◦jl to
∑n◦
j=1‖X◦j−(n◦l X¯◦l +X◦i )/(n◦l + 1)‖2ζˆ◦jl+
‖X◦i − (n◦l X¯◦l +X◦l )/(n◦l + 1)‖2, with difference
−
∥∥∥∥n◦l (X◦i − µˆl)n◦l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 − n◦l ∥∥∥∥X◦i − µˆln◦l + 1
∥∥∥∥2 − 2n◦l (X◦i − µˆl)′(X¯◦l − µˆl)n◦l + 1 . (2.13)
The last term in (2.13) is zero and the first two terms combine to −n◦l ‖X◦i − µˆl‖2/(n◦l + 1) ≡
−νl‖X◦i − µˆl‖2/(νl + 1). Thus, regardless of whether l ∈ K• or l ∈ K◦, we get the second term
of (2.5). Thus adding the two terms provides us with the expression for O
[i:k→l]
K|K• in (2.5) and
the theorem is proved.
We propose using the simplifications provided by Theorem 2.2.1 to derive an efficient semi-
supervised k-means algorithm in the spirit of Hartigan and Wong (1979). Like Hartigan and
Wong (1979), our algorithm also defines a live set comprising the observations that change
assignments frequently. We also have two types of steps: an optimal transfer step for rigorous
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minimization and a quick transfer steps where (2.2) is reduced but not necessarily optimally.
Our algorithm has the steps:
1. Initial assignments: As in Section 2.2.1.1 provide initializing values {µˆ(0)k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K}.
As before, we address methods for effective initialization in Section 2.2.2. Use one iter-
ation of the algorithm in Section 2.2.1.1 to obtain initial assignments ζˆ
◦
(0) for the obser-
vations in Ξ◦. Let {C(0)k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K} also be the partitioning obtained. Further,
for each X◦i , obtain also the group ψˆ
◦
(0);i to which it is second-closest (after ζˆ
◦
(0);i) yield-
ing the set ψˆ
◦
(0). From ζˆ
◦
(0), obtain µˆ
(0)
k s as per (2.4) and νˆ
(0)
k as per the statement of
Theorem 2.2.1.
2. Live set: At the first stage, every cluster is in the live set L. In subsequent stages, any
cluster whose membership changes or that is updated in the previous quick transfer stage
(to be defined in Step 4 is in the live set. Clusters that have not been updated in the last
n◦ optimal transfer steps (see Step 3 next) are dropped from the live set.
3. Optimal-transfer stage: Suppose that after the `th iteration, we have the assignments ζˆ
◦
(`),
ψˆ
◦
(`) and group means {µˆ(`)k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K}. In the optimal transfer stage, calculations
are done using all the unlabeled observations in Ξ◦ but reassignments to ζ◦i;(l) are done
only if the k for which ζ◦i;(l) = ek is in the live set. Suppose that X
◦
i ∈ C(`)k , for a given
i = 1, 2, . . . , n◦. The next step differs accordingly as whether or not k is in the live set
L(`) after the `th iteration.
(a) Case: k ∈ L(`). Let K = K• ∪K◦. Suppose that
l1 = argmax
l∈K\{k}
O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
l ]
K|K•
Then, if O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
l1
]
K|K• ≤ 0, update ψˆ
◦
i;(l+1) = el1 and leave ζˆ
◦
i;(l+1) and µˆ
(`+1)
k
unchanged. Otherwise update ζˆ
◦
i;(l+1) = el1 , µˆ
(`+1)
k and µˆ
(`+1)
l1
and assign ψˆ
◦
i;(l+1) =
el2 where
l2 = argmax
m∈K\{k,l1}
O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
m ]
K|K• .
Also put both k and l1 in the live set L(`+1).
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(b) Case: k /∈ L(`). Here, comparisons are only made with members in the live set.
Thus, we find
l1 = argmax
l∈L(`)
O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
l ]
K|K•
As before, if O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
l1
]
K|K• ≤ 0, update ψˆ
◦
i;(l+1) = el1 leaving ζˆ
◦
i;(l+1) and µˆ
(`+1)
k
unchanged. Otherwise, update ζˆ
◦
i;(l+1) = el1 , µˆ
(`+1)
k and µˆ
(`+1)
l1
and assign ψˆ
◦
i;(l+1) =
el2 where
l2 = argmax
m∈L(`)\{l1}
O
[X◦i :C(`)k →C
(`+1)
m ]
K|K• .
Both k and l1 also enter the live set L(`+1).
The algorithm terminates if L(`+1) = ∅.
4. Quick-transfer stage: For each X◦i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n◦, the quick transfer stage is a quick
pass, and is limited only to comparisons between ζˆi;(`) and ψˆi;(`) and that too if either of
l1 and l2 for which ζˆi;(`) = el1 and ψˆi;(`) = el2 are in the live set. If O
[X◦i :C(`)l1 →C
(`+1)
l2
]
K|K• > 0,
then update ζˆi;(`) = el2 and ψˆi;(`) = el1 and µˆ
(`)
l1
and µˆ
(`)
l2
. Both l1 and l2 also enter the
live set L(`+1).
5. Termination: If L(`+1) = ∅, then the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, if L(`+1) has not
been updated in the last n◦ steps, then continue with Step 4, otherwise go back to Step 3.
Our algorithm has similar steps as Hartigan and Wong (1979) with the main difference
arising from the definitions of µˆk and νk and the modifications provided by Theorem 2.2.1.
Indeed, if K• = ∅, then there is essentially no difference between our algorithm and that of
Hartigan and Wong (1979).
2.2.2 Initialization of Clusters Means
Initialization of iterative algorithms such as k-means can have tremendous impact on its
performance (Maitra, 2009). Common methods for initializing k-means include randomly cho-
sen starts or using hierarchical clustering to obtain K initial centers. While these can be used
directly to initialize our semi-supervised k-mean algorithm, they have been demonstrated to
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perform poorly for k-means in many situations (Maitra, 2009). We suggest initializing the
K• centroids with representation in the labeled portion of the dataset by the corresponding
group means calculated from the labeled observations. For the other K −K• groups without
representation in the labeled datasset, we provide develop an initialization method similar to
the k-means++ algorithm of Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007) and establish similar theoretical
guarantees for our method. We call our approach ss-k-means++. The basic idea behind this
initialization is that it prefers intializing centers for the unlabeled groups that are farther far-
ther apart from each other with higher probability. The exact steps for choosing the initializing
cluster centers µˆ
(0)
k s are as follows:
1. Set initializing centers µˆ
(0)
k = X¯
•
k for k ∈ C•.
2. For each observation X◦i compute the average squared Euclidean distances from the
labeled group means, i.e.,compute δi,K• =
1
K•
∑K•
k=1 ‖X◦i − X¯•k‖2.
3. Choose X◦i as the next initializing cluster mean µˆ
(0)
K•+1, with probability
Pr(µˆ
(0)
K•+1 = X
◦
i ) =
δi,K•∑n◦
j=1 δj,K•
(2.14)
4. Our next objective is to find the remaining centers in a way that there is a greater chance
for choosing observations that are farther away from the current initializing centers. For
j = 1, 2, . . . ,K −K• − 1, let
δi,K•+j+1 = min{δi,K• , min
1≤l≤j
{‖X◦i − µK•+j‖2}}. (2.15)
Then choose X◦i as the next initializing center µˆ
(0)
K•+j+1 with probability
Pr(µˆ
(0)
K•+j+1 = X
◦
i ) =
δi,K•+j+1∑n◦
j=1 δi,K•+j+1
(2.16)
This step repeats until all K initializing centers have been chosen.
The initial values chosen are then used in our ss-k-means algorithm. Although we use these
initial values with the algorithm developed in Section 2.2.1.2, which we collectively call ss-k-
means++, we could have also used them with our Lloyds’ variant of Section 2.2.1.1. We now
provide some simple theoretical guarantees on the performance of ss-k-means++.
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2.2.2.1 Convergence Properties of ss-k-means++
We first state and prove the following
Theorem 2.2.2. Let OK|K• defined in (2.2) be the objective function that takes the minimum
value OˇK|K•. Let k′ = max{1,K•}. Then, for any semi-supervised k-means with optimal
centers minimizing OK|K•,
IE(OK|K•) ≤ 2k′(k′ + 1)2(logK + 2)OˇK|K• .
To prove the theorem, we first state and prove the following
Lemma 2.2.3. Let B be an arbitrary cluster in Ck. If we add a new center to C from B given
that we have K• fixed centers with weighted distance
∑K•
k=1 ‖X◦i − µk‖2 then E(OK|K•(Ck)) ≤
2k′(k′ + 1)2OˆK|K•(Ck).
Proof. The probability that we choose a fixed point X◦i as our next center, given that we have
K• previous centers and are also choosing from cluster Ck, is given by
∑K•
k=1 ‖X◦i−µ•k‖2∑n◦
j=1
∑K•
k=1‖X◦j−µ•k‖2
. Af-
ter choosing the centerX◦i , a pointX
◦
j will contribute min
{∑K•
k=1 ‖X◦i − µ•k‖,K•‖X◦j −X◦i ‖
}
to the objective function. Therefore,
E(OK|K•(Ck)) =
n◦∑
i=1
∑K•
k=1 ‖X◦i − X¯•k‖2∑n◦
i=1
∑K•
k=1
∥∥X◦j − X¯•k∥∥2
n◦∑
j=1
min
{
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2,K•‖X◦i −X◦j‖2
}
.
(2.17)
Then it follows, for all unlabeled observations X◦i ,X
◦
j ,
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖ ≤
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥+K• ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥(
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖
)2
≤ K•
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2 ≤
(
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥+K• ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥
)2
≤ (K• + 1)
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2 +K•2(K• + 1) ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥2
(2.18)
Then,
K•
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2 ≤ (K• + 1)
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2 +K•2(K• + 1) ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥2
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2 ≤
(K• + 1)
K•
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2 +K•(K• + 1) ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥2
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Summing over X◦j on both sides, this implies that,
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2 ≤
(K• + 1)
K•|Ck|
n◦∑
j=1
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2 ζjk + K•(K• + 1)|Ck|
n◦∑
j=1
∥∥X◦i −X◦j∥∥2 .
Substituting, we get
E(OK|K•Ck) ≤
n◦∑
i=1
(K•+1)
K•|Ck|
∑n◦
j=1
∑K•
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2∑n◦
j=1
∑K•
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2
×
n◦∑
j=1
min
{
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥ ,K• ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥
}2
+
n◦∑
i=1
K•(K•+1)
|Ck|
∑n◦
j=1
∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥2∑n◦
j=1
∑K•
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥2
×
n◦∑
j=1
min
{
K•∑
k=1
∥∥X◦j − µ•k∥∥ ,K• ∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥
}2
Consider the following upper bounds for the above,
min
{
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖ ,K•
∥∥X◦j −X◦i ∥∥
}2
≤ K•2 ∥∥X◦i −X◦j∥∥2
min
{
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖ ,K•
∥∥X◦i −X◦j∥∥
}2
≤ K•
K•∑
k=1
‖X◦i − µ•k‖2
(2.19)
Simplifying, we have,
E(OK|K•(Ck)) ≤ ∆K•
n◦∑
i=1
n◦∑
j=1
∥∥X◦i −X◦j∥∥2 = 2K•(K• + 1)2OˆK|K•(Ck), (2.20)
where ∆K• =
2K•(K•+1)2
|Ck| .
If the clusters are well separated, and we pick a center from new optimal cluster, the
algorithm is 2K•(K• + 1)2-competitive. Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007) show that for the
unsupervised k-means++ setting, E(OK|K•) ≤ 8(logK + 2) ˆOK|K• . Note that if we start with
a single random center, that is, K• = 0 then our ss-k-means++ leads to the unsupervised
k-means++ algorithm. We therefore find the upper bound for the ss-k-means++ algorithm.
2.2.3 Estimating the Total Number of Groups
Until now we have assumed that the number of clusters, K, is known. In many applications,
such as those presented in Section 2.1.1, K is not known beyond the fact that there are at least
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K• groups. In such scenarios, K needs to be estimated optimally from the data. While
there has been a large body of work in this regard for k-means (Krzanowski and Lai, 1985;
Tibshirani et al., 2003; Tibshirani and Walther, 2005; Maitra et al., 2012; Sugar and James,
2003), this aspect has not received much attention in a semi-supervised framework. Some of
the methods used in k-means, for example, using the Gap statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2003), the
average silhouette index Rousseeuw (1987) or bootstrap-based significance assessment (Maitra
et al., 2012) can be extended to estimate K in a semi supervised framework, but they are
computationally intensive and perhaps impractical to employ for massive datasets. On the
other hand, Krzanowski and Lai (1985)’s KL index can be applied to the semi-supervised
context, but the Jump statistic Sugar and James (2003) needs modification which we provide
next.
2.2.3.1 A Jump Statistic for Semi-Supervised Clustering
Sugar and James (2003) explain that the relationship between rate distortion and clustering
can be visualized in two different ways. For instance, this relationship can be thought of as
a coding problem with a block length of m = 1 and p-dimensional source and representation
spaces. A second framework postulates the relationship between the number of groups K and
the rate as given by K = 2pR, where R is the achievable distortion. For a p-dimensional random
variable X, be a p-dimensional random vector. In a unsupervised scenario, the minimum
achievable distortion associated with fitting K centers is given by
dK =
1
p
min IE[(X − µk)′Γ−1(X − µk)],
or the average Mahalanobis distance, per dimension between X and µk. For the k-means and
semi-supervised means setting, we use the Euclidean distance, i.e., Γ = σ2Ip×p. We now adapt
this distortion to a semi-supervised framework. X◦. We do so by defining the semi-supervised
distortion
dK|K• =
1
p
minOK|K•
=
1
n◦p
K•∑
k=1
n•k
∥∥X¯•k − µˆk∥∥2 + K•∑
i=1
n◦∑
i=1
‖X◦i − µˆk‖2 ζˆik +
1
n◦p
K∑
l=K•+1
n◦∑
i=1
‖X◦i − µˆl‖2 ζˆil.
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for a range of K ≥ K•. Sugar and James (2003) showed that the minimum achievable distortion
in the unsupervised case was obtained by minimizing the total within-sums-of-squares in the
case of k-means. Since our semi-supervised k-means already has labels for the supervised part
of the data, we minimize the distortion for the n◦ unlabeled observations. Thus, even though
the labeled groups have the n•k observations, the maximum number of observations are given
by n◦. Similar to the results of Sugar and James (2003), we develop the following
Result 2.2.2. Let dK be the distortion for the n
◦ observations, assuming K ≥ K• groups let
d◦K|K• be the achievable distortion for the reduced sums-of-squares. Let K = bkp + 1c where k
is some positive number, then
lim
p→∞ d
◦
K|K• = k
−2 (2.21)
Proof. First, note that in the absence of any labels in the data, the minimum distortion achiev-
able is at the rate of f limp→∞Rp = D(log2K), by taking that Kp − 1 ≤ K ≤ Kp. In the
semi-supervised framework, we have that K• ≤ K◦, therefore we have Kp ≤ K◦ ≤ Kp + 1, for
any K ≤ K. Solving for
Kp ≤ K ≤ Kp + 1
p log2K ≤ log2K ≤ log2(Kp + 1)
log2K ≤
1
p
log2K ≤
1
p
log2(K
p + 1)
lim
p→∞ log2K ≤ limp→∞Rp ≤ limp→∞
1
p
log2(K
p + 1).
(2.22)
Clearly limp→∞Rp = D(log2K), for any K ≥ K•. From here we show that the achievable
distortion converges to the same limit as in the unsupervised case. For
lim
p→∞ d
◦
K|K• = limp→∞ (
1
p
K•∑
k=1
n•k‖X¯•k − µˆk‖2 +
1
np
K∑
l=1
n◦∑
i=1
‖X◦i − µˆl‖2ζil )
=
1
np
K∑
l=1
n◦∑
i=1
‖X◦i − µˆl‖2ζil
(2.23)
The quantity, K is essentially the pth root of the number of centers, K. Following this
result and Sugar and James (2003), we show that this case holds d◦−p/2K|K• ∝ K. Using (2.1),
let dK be the minimum distortion for a data set fo size n and using (2.2) let d
◦
K|K◦ be the
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minimum distortion for the reduced data set. Then
dK =
1
p
n∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
‖Xi − µˆk‖2 ≥
1
p
OˆK|K• = d◦K|K•
lim
p→∞ dK ≥ limp→∞ d
◦
K|K◦
lim
p→∞ dK = k
−2 ≥ lim
p→∞ d
◦
K|K• = k
−2
(2.24)
Thus, (2.2) maintains the same properties as with the unsupervised version of (2.1) in Sugar
and James (2003)’s original unsupervised Jump method. Thus, we can obtain the optimally
estimate K providing the highest jump by obtaining the distortion ∆K|K• = dˆ−YK|K• ; where
dK|K•OˆK|K•for some Y > 0. (One possible choice that we use in this paper is Y = p/2.) We
then specify the Jump statistic at K• by JK• = ∆K•|K• . For the other values, we calculate the
Jump statistic by comparing the change in distortion as JK = ∆K|K• −∆K−1|K• . The optimal
K is then set to be Kˆ = argmaxk Jk|K• .
Having developed our methodology, we are now ready to proceed with evaluating its per-
formance in a range of simulation experiments and on experimental datasets.
2.3 Performance Evaluations
We evaluated our methodology on the popular Classic3 dataset often used in the literature
as well as through a large-scale series of simulation experiments calibrated to have datasets
with different clustering complexity. We also evaluated our ss-k-means algorithms with simu-
lations on a digitized two-dimensional phantom matching the fMRI application. Our simulation
settings varied in clustering complexity as well as in the proportion of labeled observations n•
relative to the total observations n. Performance was evaluated numerically in the case of the
simulation experiments and graphically for the phantom data.
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2.3.1 Experiments
2.3.1.1 Classic3 dataset
Our first experiment was in the context of identifying groups of documents in the well-
known Classic3 dataset. This data set, available online at ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart
is a well known collection of 3,893 abstracts with 1,460 articles on information retrieval in
the CISI database, 1,400 documents on aerodynamics in the CRANFIELD database and 1,055
abstracts on medicine and related topics in the MEDLINE database. All these abstracts col-
lectively had over 24,000 unique words. Classic3 is often used to evaluate performance of text
clustering/classification algorithms because it contains a known number of fairly well-separated
groups (sources of abstracts). We followed Maitra and Ramler (2010) in processing the data
to remove words appearing in less than 0.02% or more than 15% of the documents. After
this preprocessing, there were 3,302 words remained and the resulting document vectors were
each transformed to have unit L2-norm. To obtained a semi-supervised framework we obtained
simulated seen labels. In the first case, we assumed that around 10% of the CISI abstracts
were known, and then applied ss-k-means++ with K• = 1. The second case, assuming that
there was 10% representation from each of CISI and CRANFIELD in the labeled observations,
i.e. K• = 2. In the third case we assumed that we had (10%) representation from each of the
CISI, CRANFIELD and MEDLINE abstracts. Table 2.1 summarizes the results by means of
a confusion matrix, and also evaluates performance in terms of the adjusted Rand Index.
2.3.1.2 Simulation Experiments
Our large-scale simulations were on datasets obtained using the C package CARP of Melnykov
and Maitra (2011) which simulates clustered datasets of pre-specified overlap characteristics as
a surrogate for clustering complexity Maitra and Melnykov (2010). These overlap measures are
summarized in the form of the average (ω¯), the maximum (ωˇ) or the generalized (ω¨) overlap,
with larger values corresponding to greater clustering difficulty. Because minimizing (2.1) in
the context of clustering is really most appropriate for when we have homogeneous spherical
clusters, our simulation setting was restricted to this case. Our combinations of parameters
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Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for classic3 data set.
CISI CRANFIELD MEDLINE
Cluster 1 1415 5 8
Cluster 2 44 1027 51
Cluster 3 2 0 1339
K• = 1, Kˆ = 3 R = 0.91
CISI CRANFIELD MEDLINE
Cluster 1 1414 6 8
Cluster 2 44 1028 50
Cluster 3 2 0 1339
K• = 2, Kˆ = 3 R = 0.90
CISI CRANFIELD MEDLINE
Cluster 1 1414 6 8
Cluster 2 44 1027 51
Cluster 3 2 0 1339
K• = 3, Kˆ = 3 R = 0.92
used in simulation were in the form (K,K•, n, p, ωˇ). For each combination we simulated 100
data set with the following structures, K = 6, 11, n = 5×105, 106, p = 5, 10 with K• = 4, 6, and
observed proportion of the data ρ ∈ {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}. Note that for ρ = 0, the clustering
problem is the same as the unsupervised one, and then K• = 0. The maximum overlaps values
for theses simulated data sets, ωˇ = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. For each combination, we reported the
adjusted Rand index R, of Hubert and Arabie (1985), which measures similarity between two
partitions, in this case the true labels and the estimated labels. In general the adjusted Rand
index values are close to 1 indicate good performance clustering, while values far away from 1
indicate poorer performance. We now discuss performance of our suggested methods.
Computational Efficiency of Algorithms Our first range of evaluations was with re-
gard to comparing the time taken using the Lloyd’s algorithm as described in Section 2.2.1.1
and its Hartigan-Wong-type counterpart of Section 2.2.1.2. We therefore first computed the
time taken by both semi-supervised clustering algorithms on each simulated dataset. In order
to eliminate the issue of improper initialization, we started each algorithm with true means
given by the parameters that simulatied each dataset. For this set of experiments, we also
assumed that K was known and, for simplicity, that K• = K. Both algorithms were efficiently
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coded in the C language for maximum computational efficiency in implementation. Figure 2.1
summarizes the results by means of linked boxplots which link each simulated dataset for indi-
vidualized reference to performance. The figures clearly indicate that our Hartigan-Wong-type
algorithm is faster than our Lloyd’s algorithm and that the improvement in computational
speed is at least an order of magnitude higher. While this is expected given that our Lloyd’s
algorithm re-computes every calculation at each iteration while our Hartigan-Wong-type algo-
rithm only evaluates and updates those groups and points that have had changes in the last
quick-transfer stage. Further, Figure 2.2 shows that this speed is not at the cost of clustering
performance, with our Hartigan-and-Wong-style algorithm having similar performance as our
Lloyd’s algorithm for semi-supervised clustering. For the remainder of this paper, we there-
fore only evaluate and implement our Hartigan-Wong-type algorithm, with initialization as per
Section 2.2.2, which we collectively refer to as ss-k-means++ algorithm. At this point, we
also assume that K is unknown and optimally determined as per the modified Jump statistic
developed in Section 2.2.3.1.
Comprehensive Performance Evaluation of ss-k-means++ Our comprehensive
performance evaluation is designed to evaluate three aspect of our methodology, namely, per-
formance of the method itself, initialization, our modified jump statistic in optimally deter-
mining K as well as how all these aspects work together. Figure 2.3 displays the frequency of
the difference in the optimal estimated Kˆ and the true K, where Kˆ was obtained using the
modified jump statistic JK• . It is clear that on the whole, the optimal number of groups is well
estimated. There seems to be some negative bias in the estimation, however, the bias does not
seem to have a major pattern. Figure 2.4 displays the distribution of R over different settings.
It is clear that the performance is good on the whole, with, as expected, better performance for
situations with lower clustering complexity. Note that the adjusted Rand indices are computed
only using the unlabeled observations. In summary, we see that whether K is known or not,
the results show that the proposed methodology is able to correctly identify groups quite well.
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2.3.2 Synthetic fMRI Simulated Dataset
Our final experiment consists of a synthetic fMRI data. In this simulation experiment,
the semi-supervised framework arises from the fact that for a image the background is always
inactivated and thus there clearly exists one group, i.e. K• = 1. This background information
is usually massive compared to the voxels in the region-of-interest in a fMRI experiments.
Around only 30% of the voxels are considered unlabeled – these are the voxels inside the brain
region while the remaining voxels in the background are from the labeled group. We performed
a series of experimental evaluations on a 2D phantom data set of size 256 × 256 specifically
designed to mimic the activated regions using the t-statistics typically obtained from a fMRI
data set. We modified the digitized version of the Vardi-Shepp-Kaufmann phantom (Vardi
et al., 1985) for this purpose. Our phantom (Figure 2.5, top row) consists of digitized ellipses
of different sizes and orientations, all of which represent hypothesized structures in the brain.
Some of these structures are also presumed to be activated in response to a stimulus.
Simulated phantoms with different overlap difficulties were obtained using the R package
MixSim and controlling the maximum overlap ωˇ and average overlap ω¯. The values of the
ωˇ = ω¯ used for this simulation were in {0.001,0.01,0.1,0.25}. Three predetermined regions
were chosen as a activated, that is, the true K = 3. To account for the semi-supervised
framework we assumed that K• = 1 which are the voxels outside of the region of interest
(ROI). The total number of voxels in these images is 256 × 256 = 65536. The amount of
voxels in a ROI is n• = 51574, while the voxels in which we perform the semi-supervised k-
means are n◦ = 13962. Before performing ss-k-means++, we smoothed the images robustly
with bandwidth estimated using generalized cross-validation as per Garcia (2010). We then
performed the ss-k-means++ algorithm for a range of K > K• = 1, where K was chosen
from among {1, 2, . . . , 10} optimally as per three methods: our modified Jump statistic, KL
index and the average silhouette widths. (Note that both KL index and the average silhouette
widths require that the optimal K ≥ 2.)
Table 2.2 reports the estimated number of groups for each overlap case, as well as the
estimated means, as well as the standard deviations estimated, after running ss-k-means++
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Table 2.2: Results of using ss-k-means++ and different methods for estimating K on the
fMRI phantom simulation experiments for different ω-values.
ωˇ Kˆ σˆK R µˆKˆ
J
u
m
p
0.001 2 0.18 0.86 −0.001; 5.05
0.01 3 0.14 0.96 −0.001; 5.07; 2.30
0.1 3 0.08 0.88 0.006; 2.96; 1.29
0.25 3 0.06 0.80 0; 2.03; 0.81
K
L
0.001 7 0.07 0.10 −0.004; 6.2; 3.9; 0.26; 1.78; -0.24; 9.21
0.01 3 0.14 0.96 −0.001; 5.07; 2.30
0.1 3 0.08 0.88 0.006; 2.96; 1.29
0.25 5 0.03 0.11 0.001; 0.97; 2.09; 0.19; -0.13;
S
il
h
ou
et
te
0.001 2 0.18 0.86 −0.001; 5.05
0.01 2 0.48 0.88 −0.001; 5.07; 2.30
0.1 3 0.08 0.88 0.006; 2.96; 1.29
0.25 3 0.06 0.80 0; 2.03; 0.81
to convergence. Graphical displays of the resulting activation regions obtained using ss-k-
means++ are provided in the last three rows of Figure 2.5. In all cases, for regions outside
the inactivated region (the region that corresponds to the background, labeled region) we have
displayed the t-statistic at each voxel. The results indicate good performance for our method,
especially for our modified jump statistic which appears to be fairly accurate in determining
the correct number of regions. Thus, the use of semi-supervised clustering appears to be a
viable approach to improving activation detection.
The results of our simulation experiments indicate good performance of our algorithms in
the semi-supervised clustering framework where the goal is to partition the unlabeled data into
an a priori number of clusters K using information from the labeled observations and such
that (2.1) is optimized. We now proceed with applying our ss-k-means++ algorithm for the
applications introduced in Section 2.1.1.
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2.4 Real World Applications
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the semi-supervised k-means algorithm
on the datasets introduced in Section 2.1.1.
2.4.1 Activation Maps in an fMRI Experiment
We applied our proposed methodology to the well known AFNI data6 dataset available with
the open-source software Analysis Functional NeuroImage (AFNI). In this experiment, subject
were presented with audiovisual speech presented in both an auditory and a visual modality.
Specifically, there were two types of stimulus: 1) the audio-reliable setting in which subjects
could clearly hear the word but the visual of the female speaker was degraded and 2) visual-
reliable, where the subjects could clearly see the visual display of a the speaker vocalizing
the word but the audio was degraded. Each run consisted of 10 randomized blocks, with 5
blocks consisting of the the audio-reliable stimulus and 5 blocks of the visual-reliable stimulus.
Datasets were obtained with image volumes of 80× 80× 33× 152, with T2*-weighted images
collected at each time-point using gradient echo echo-planar imaging (TR = 2s) with a voxel of
2.75× 2.75× 3.0mm3 size. A linear regression model of the form Y = Xβ + ε with first-order
autoregressive and first-order moving average errors was fit at each voxel. This resulted in
a statistical parametric map (SPM) with t-statistics at each voxel that tests the contrast of
interest H0 : βAudio,i = βV isual,iH1 : βAudio,i 6= βV isual,i. The SPM was smoothed, as in the
simulation experiments of Section 2.3.2, with bandwidth estimated robustly as per the methods
of Garcia (2010). In this image volume, there are at least two clear physical regions initially,
that is, the regions formed by the voxels inside and and outside the brain, respectively. All the
regions outside the brain (i.e. the background) consist of inactivated voxels and we propose to
exploit this knowledge to segment the voxels inside the brain into inactivated voxels and other
regions of activation. Thus, the total sample size was n = 80× 80× 33 = 211200, out of which
n• = voxels were from the background (inactivated) region. We applied the semi-supervised
k-means to a range of Kmax = 10 groups, and used our modified jump statistic to get Kˆ = 3
regions. These three regions had mean values given by −0.0235,−0.8048, 0.6583. Figure 2.6
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displays the results for Kˆ = 3 using the Surface Mapping (SUMA) software from AFNI. Only
t-statistics for the second and third region voxels are displayed (the first region that is identified
as inactivated is not displayed). In the contrast of audio-visual experiment we can observed that
the t-statistics have higher values in the cuneus area (Brodman 17), which is a area commonly
know to be active for visual experiments. Since we desired to show the performances of the
semi-supervised k-means algorithm we display our result for each hypothesis of interest as well
for both hemisphere. Our results are thus interpretable and provides us with confidence in
utilizing semi-supervised methods for improving activation detection.
2.4.2 Microarray Gene Expression on Diurnal Starch
The dataset here is from the European Arabidopsis Stock Centre website and available
from http://nasc.nott.ac.uk which provides Affymetrix ATH1 microarray data on 22810 genes
from plants exposed to equal periods of light and darkness in the diurnal cycle. Leaves were
harvested at eleven time-points, at the start of the experiment and after 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 hours
of darkness and light (Maitra, 2009).
To reduce non-biological variation in data, the dataset was quantile normalized. Since we
are interested only in the behavior of the most significantly expressed genes, we adjust p-values
using the false discovery rate (FDR). Thus, only genes with q-values less than 0.05 were included
in our analysis. The reduced dataset contains 8,599 genes, 25 of which were of type P, 8 of type
C, and 2 genes were of type S. The obtained dataset was then standardized over coordinates
to have zero mean and unit variance. As a result of this standardization, data points become
orthogonal to the unit vector. The semi-supervised clustering methodology developed in this
paper was then applied to the 11-dimensional dataset representing levels of abundance of 22,810
gels. Two replications and their averages are available, and we applied our methodology to all
three datasets with similar results so we provide analysis only for the first replication. 3 clusters
(plastid (P), cytosol (C) and secreted (S)) have their representations in the data. Therefore,
this case can be seen as semi-supervised clustering framework and our goal is to investigate
the different types of genes involved in the synthesis of starch. Note further that there is some
doubt in the genes that are identified as secreted in the labeled portions, so analysis was done
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assuming that K• = 2 as well as K• = 3. We report the results for Kˆ = 11, since the
Table 2.3: Summary for Microarray Gene expression data.
Case KˆJump OˆKˆ|K• σˆ
2
K ω¨
K• = 3 11 39196.31 0.4166 0.0254
K• = 2 11 39181.65 0.4165 0.0252
Jump statistics and the KL index determine for both cases in replicate 1. To determine which
cluster was the most similar between them we computed the maximum pairwise overlap matrix
proposed by Maitra (2010). Using the resulting vector of means µˆk from the semi-supervised
k-means and the estimated σˆ2K we compute the estimated covariance-variance matrix for each
cluster k, ΣˆK = σˆ
2
KI11×11. Comparing the clustering performance of the semi-supervised k-
means clustering for k0 = 3 against k0 = 2, we use the adjusted Rand Index R = 0.965. We
can observe the observations that are group in cluster 1 (P) are different from each of the other
labeled groups.
2.5 Discussion
The main contribution of this paper is the development of a modification of the k-means
algorithms of Lloyd (1982) and Hartigan and Wong (1979) for a semi-supervised framework.
Our algorithms are general enough can be applied in the absence of known groups, leading to
the usual Hartigan and Wong k-means and Lloyd’s algorithms. We have showed that these two
algorithms perform similarly in terms of parti tions the data. However the suggested (Hartigan
and Wong, 1979) methodology maintains the necessary computations that is the hallmark of
its k-means cousin and is able to take very large, severely high-dimensional datasets. Our
algorithms is an iterative scheme which requires initialization, for which we provide methods to
initialization. Our second contribution is based on the k-means++, the goal of the k-means++
is to chose centers that are more likely to be away from those previously chosen. Arthur and
Vassilvitskii (2007) showed that the k-means achieved rate of convergence of O(logK) if k-
means++ is used as initialization. Our approach is similar in the sense that the next chosen
centers are more likely to be away from the means of the labeled groups. In real life, its hardly
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usual to know the number of groups K in advance in a semi-supervised framework, nor is it
reasonable to assume that K = K• and some classical methods can not estimate in this case.
Using the approach proposed by Sugar and James (2003) we developed a Jump criterion that
adjusts to the semi-supervised scenario.
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Figure 2.4: Adjusted Rand Index R for simulated mixture of Gaussian and different labeled
proportions
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Figure 2.5: Results obtained (left to right) by using ss-k-means on the simulated phantom
data with different ω = {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.25}. The first row has the true images, while the
other rows display segments with Kˆ estimated using our jump statistic (second row), KL index
(third row) and the silhouette index (fourth row), respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Activation regions detected for the visual-audio contrast for AFNI-data6 using
semi-supervised k-means.
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Figure 2.7: Profiles of the eleven clusters obtained using our ss-k-means++ algorithm.
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Figure 2.8: Radar plot of Microarray cluster means for the case with K• = 3.
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CHAPTER 3. A NONPARAMETRIC DENSITY ESTIMATION
APPROACH TO ASSESSING SIGNIFICANCE IN CLUSTERING
SOLUTIONS
A paper in preparation
Israel Almodo´var-Rivera and Ranjan Maitra
Abstract
In this paper, we develop utilize methodology to model the distribution function of the
difference in residuals for a K-groups model against a K ′-groups model for assessing if more
groups fit the model better (K ′ > K). This leads us to estimate the distribution of a sum
of random variables: We provide two possible approaches here, with our first method relying
on the theory of non-parametric kernel estimation, from where we obtain tail probability by
using kernel estimation of the convolution of random variables. This leads us to a completely
distribution-free solution. Althought this approach obviates the need for a computationally
intensive approach such as the bootstrap, this approach is still computational computationally
demanding because of the multi-fold convolution required with order related to the sample size.
We therefore propose a second approximate approach that uses the normal approximation for
this tail probability. Both methods were studied using simulation experiments with different
clustering complexities. Finally, we applied our new methodology to determine the number
of groups in the color quantization of images and in the context of detecting activation in
functional magnetic resonance images.
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3.1 Introduction
Cluster analysis (Murtagh, 1985; Ramey, 1985; McLachlan and Basford, 1988; Kaufman
and Rousseuw, 1990; Everitt et al., 2001; Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Tibshirani and Walther,
2005; Kettenring, 2006; Xu and Wunsch, 2009) is an unsupervised learning method that par-
titions datasets into distinct groups of homogeneous observations. Those observations that
are grouped together have similar structure after some group-specific transformation which is
what makes them different from other groups. Finding structure in data can be challenging
in the absence of group information but is an important problem in a host of applications e.g.
taxonomical classification (Michener and Sokal, 1957), market segmentation (Hinneburg and
Keim, 1999), software management (Maitra, 2001). As such, a number of methods ranging
from the heuristic (Johnson, 1967; Everitt et al., 2001; Jain and Dubes, 1988; Forgy, 1965;
MacQueen, 1967; Kaufman and Rousseuw, 1990) to the more formal statistical-model-based
approaches (Titterington et al., 1985; McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Fraley and Raftery, 2002;
Melnykov and Maitra, 2010), have been proposed and implemented.
There has been some recent work in assessing significance in the derived clusterings,(Liu
et al., 2008). Melnykov and Maitra (2010) derived an approximate approach for significance
assessment in mixture model-based clustering as well as a graphical tool known as quantitation
maps. The developments there rely on an assumed model structure, with the mixture compo-
nents usually assumed as Gaussian-distributed. Recently, Maitra et al. (2012) extended this
approach to a nonparametric framework, without need for recourse to an explicit statistical
model. Like its predecessors, this approach tests each K-groups solution against a more com-
plicated K ′-groups solution. A bootstrap approach was used to develop the null distribution
of the test statistic, which in the K-means case is the decrease in the within-sums-of-squares.
A p-value were thus estimated for each testing setup. Although a consistent approach, the
method is computationally intensive, requiring B resampled datasets, requiring both exten-
sive computer processor time and memory, especially in the context of big datasets such as
images. To address this scenario, we provide here an approach which uses nonparametric den-
sity estimation on the difference in residuals from a K- and K ′-groups solution and then uses
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probabilistic methods to estimate the tail probability in order to assess significance.
In this paper therefore, we provide a new method to estimate the number of groups by
estimating the distribution function of the sums of the difference of cluster residuals. Note
that this sum leads to a classical convolution problem, especially for large sample sizes, but
a simpler solution is proposed in these scenarios. The paper is organized as follows. Section
3.2 develops and illustrates the methodology. For our methodology as well for our experiments
in Section 3.3, we assume that K ′ > K, testing a case with more groups compared with the
case of fewer groups. Smulation studies were carried out on the classical data set Ruspini as
well on simulated homogenous spherical groups with different overlaps measurement. Finally
we applied our methodology to two different applications, one is to determine the number of
groups to display color in an image and the second to determine the number of activation
regions in functional magnetic resonance imaging. We conclude with some discussion.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Homogenous Spherical Clusters
Develop the methodology for the case of homogeneous clusters. In this scenario, we have a
sample {X1, . . . ,Xn} with K groups from the joint distribution given by
n∏
i=1
K∑
k=1
1
σ
g
(
xi − µk
σ
)
ζ
(K)
ik . (3.1)
where g : Rp → Rp and ζ(K)ik = I(Xi ∈ Ck). Suppose that, following Maitra et al. (2012),
we can write g(x) = ψ(‖x‖) where ψ : Rp → R+ is a nonnegative real-valued function such
that g(x) a density centered at zero. In the clustering problem, the goal is to estimate K as
well as ζ
(K)
ik , while µk and ψ(·) are nuisance parameters. The k-means algorithm (Forgy, 1965;
MacQueen, 1967; Lloyd, 1982) is arguably the most commonly used in this context for given
K. Our objective in this paper is to provide methods to estimate K (and ζ
(K)
ik , which depends
on K).
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3.2.2 Testing Framework
Suppose we want to investigate if the given dataset is better described by K groups rather
than by K ′ clusters, for some K ′ ≥ K. Following Maitra et al. (2012), we define the hypothesis
of interest as H0 : K = K0 against H1 : K
′ > K and the corresponding test statistics SK;K′
SK0,K′ = WSSK0 −WSSK′ ≥ 0, (3.2)
where WSSK0 is the optimized objective function for a k-means algorithm that has converged
to a local minimum, and that is obtained as a by-product when used to group a dataset into K
groups as per k-means. (Note, however, that our methodology is general enough to be extended
to test statistics which can be decomposed into individual differences from each observation.)
It is clear that for well-optimized K- and K ′-means solutions, SK;K′ ≥ 0 always. (Indeed, if the
above does not hold, then we have indications of either a locally-optimized or non-converged k-
means solution.) Our objective in this exercise here is to assess the significance in the reduction
of WK that is obtained by fitting the dataset with a K
′-components model over that with only
K groups.
3.2.3 Kernel Estimation for the Tail Probability of SK;K′
Maitra et al. (2012) obtained the tail probability by providing an accurate bootstrap-based
approach for resampling from the distribution of S∗K;K′ . However, their proposal is compu-
tationally expensive since we need a large number of replicates B to accurately estimate the
tail probability to provide the p-value ≈ 1B
∑B
j=1 I(S
∗
j,K;K′ > SK;K′), where {S∗j,K;K′ , j =
1, 2, . . . , B} is the bootstrap replication. Our goal here is to compute the tail probability by a
smooth continous function that does not depend on the indicator function. Suppose that we
have solutions from k-means and that we have obtained a test statistic as per the methodology
described in 3.2.2. Let rˆi,K = Xi −
∑K
k=1 µˆkζˆik, be the ith squared residual from the kth
group in the K-groups solution, similarly we can defined a normed residual for the K ′-solution
rˆi,K′ = Xi −
∑K′
k=1 µˆkζˆik and the replicated residuals rˆ
∗
i,K′ = X
∗
i −
∑K
k=1 µˆ
∗
kζˆik. Recall that
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the test statistics SK;K′ = WSSK −WSSK′ ,
SK,K′ =
n∑
i=1
‖rˆi,K‖2 − ‖rˆi,K′‖2, (3.3)
Define Ψi = ‖rˆi,K‖2 − ‖rˆi,K′‖2, for i = 1, . . . , n. Then, SK;K′ =
∑n
i=1 Ψi. Similarly let,
Ψ∗i = ‖rˆ∗i,K‖2 − ‖rˆ∗i,K′‖2, for i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that Ψ∗1, . . .Ψ∗n are independent identically
distributed random variables with density fΨ∗ and distribution function FΨ∗ . Since our goal is
to obtain the P(S∗K;K′ > SK;K′), note that S
∗
K;K′ =
∑n
i=1 Ψ
∗
i ,
P(S∗K;K′ > SK;K′) = P(Ψ
∗
1 + · · ·+ Ψ∗n > SK;K′) (3.4)
Obtaining the distribution for the sum of random variables is not, in general an easy problem
(Bernstein, 1924). The most common approach to calculating the tail probability is through
calculating the cumulative distribution of the sum of n random variables via convolution. For
this, let Ψ• =
∑n
i=1 Ψ
∗
i . Then the general form for computing the distribution of Ψ
• is given
by
gΨ•(ψ) =
∫
· · ·
∫
f(ψ − ψ2 − ψ3 − · · · − ψn)f(ψ2) · · · f(ψn)dψ2 · · · dψn (3.5)
An estimator of gΨ•(ψ) can be obtain by replacing the density with the corresponding kernel
density estimator. Let Kb(x) = K(x/b)/b ,
gˆb(ψ) =
1
nn
n∑
i1=1
· · ·
n∑
in=1
Kb
(
ψ −Ψ∗i1 −Ψ∗i2 − · · ·Ψ∗in
b
)
(3.6)
This estimator is closely related to the U -statistics, see Shick (2004)Schick and Wefelmeyer
(2004). Similarly, a kernel estimator for the distribution function can be obtained as,
Fˆb(ψ) =
1
nn
n∑
i1=1
· · ·
n∑
in=1
G
(
ψ −Ψ∗i1 −Ψ∗i2 − · · ·Ψ∗in
b
)
; (3.7)
where G(x) =
∫ x
−∞K(u)du. Some issues in using the kernel density estimator are that (a)
succesful performance of the estimator requires and optimal bandwidth b, obtainining this
bandwidth can be computational heavy specially for large n and (b) the estimator depends
on the term 1/nn, if n is large, there could be estimator to numerical error. Moreover, while
our approach requires much fewer computations than the bootstrap, resampling only for one
replicate, and as such is much faster then the bootstrap, the n-dimensional convolution is still
computationally intensive and can be replaced by a Monte Carlo approximation step.
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3.2.4 Selection of the Smoothing Parameter
Succesful performance of the kernel estimation depends on the choice of the smoothing
parameter. Methods such as rule-of-thumb, Silverman (1986) and cross-validation Wand and
Jones (1994) are usually chosen to determine the smoothing parameter b. Although these
methods are derived for density estimation it can extended to the case of the estimation of
the cumulative distribution. Azzalini (1981), derived the properties for the estimation of the
smoothing parameter when estimating a distribution function. A rule of thumb bandwidth
its derive and its on the form bˆ = 3.57σˆn−1/3. Sarda (1993) proposed choosing the smooth-
ing parameter by the leave-one-out cross-validation, by comparing the kernel estimator with
the empirical cumulative distribution function. Recent work based Altman and Leger (1995)
obtained a smoothing parameter based on plug-in estimator. Golub et al. (1979) derived gen-
eralized cross validation (GCV) technique to choose the smoothing parameter that minimize
the GCV function. There have been a lot approach that speed up the computational time to
obtain the smoothing parameter Garcia (2010). Next we introduce results on both the upper
bounds on these distributions of sums, which we propose to use in order to reduce unnecessary
computations.
3.2.4.1 Upper Bounds for the Sums of Random Variables
Upper bounds and lower bounds has been proposed to approximate the sum of this distribu-
tion, Hoeffding (1963). These upper bounds are useful, since if the upper bound is less than the
signficance level α, of if the lower bound is greater than the same, then we can avoid unnecesary
computation of the tail probability. If no definitive answer is arrived at from these sums, we
have to estimate the tail probability of the sums of n random variables via convolution, or
Monte Carlo, as above.
Bernstein (1924) and Hoeffding (1963) derived upper (and lower) bounds for the sums
of independent bounded random variable. Suppose that we have independent identifically
distributed random variables Ψ∗i , each of which is in the interval [ci, di] for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Let Ψ• =
∑n
i=1 Ψ
∗
i . Then,
P (Ψ• − E (Ψ•) > t) ≤ exp
{
− 2t
2∑n
i=1(di − ci)2
}
(3.8)
In our case, we have Ψ∗1, . . .Ψ∗n ∼ fΨ∗ as independent identically distributed and of unknown
bounds. Suppose we consider that Ψ∗i ∈ [ci, di] and further assume that ci = c, di = d for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , n. An approximation of the tail probability of the sum of these random variables
then is
P
(
Ψ• > SK;K′
) ≤ exp{−2(SK;K′ − E(Ψ•))2
n(d− c)2
}
(3.9)
We estimate a and b in terms of its sufficient statistics given by c = maxni=1 Ψ
∗
i = Ψ
∗
(n) and
c = minni=1 Ψ
∗
i = Ψ
∗
(1). Clearly, R
∗ = (d− c) = Ψ∗(n)−Ψ∗(1), which is the range of the Ψ∗. Then
a proposed upper bound for the sequential test,
P
(
Ψ• > SK;K′
) ≤ exp{−2(SK;K′ − E(Ψ•))2
n(R∗)2
}
(3.10)
While performing th sequential testing we reject the null hypothesis, if the P
(∑n
i=1 Ψ
∗ > SK;K′
)
<
α, Similar results can be obtained for the lower bounds if needed. (In our experiments, we have
never found this lower bound to be triggered to be of much practical use.)
3.2.5 Normal Approximation of P(S∗K;K′ > SK;K′)
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, it can be computationally demanding to calculate (3.6)
so we look at a normal approximation of this tail probability. Suppose that Ψ∗1, . . . ,Ψ∗n are
independent and identically distributed random variables. Further, suppose that E(Ψ∗i ) = µ <
∞, and Var(Ψ∗i ) = σ2 <∞. Then, Ψ• =
∑n
i=1 Ψ
∗
i , then the tail probility
P
(
S∗K,K′ > SK;K′
)
= P
(
Ψ• > SK;K′
)
= P
(
Ψ• − E(Ψ•)√
Var(Ψ•)
>
SK;K′ − E(Ψ•)√
Var(Ψ•)
)
(3.11)
This means that P(Ψ• > SK;K′) can be approximated by Φ
[
SK;K′ − E(Ψ•)/
√
Var(Ψ•)
]
, where
Φ(·) is the c.d.f. of a standard normal random variable. This alternative approximate approach
can be used to obviate n-fold convolution calculations.
Note that regardless of whether we use the nonparametric density estimation approach or
the normal approximation, we have to estimate the kernel density and cumulative distribution
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function as well as the expectation and the variance under the null distribution. We propose
doing this by obtaining one realization under the null and fitting both the K- and K ′-groups
solutions to this replication. Specifically, we use the K-clusters solution of the dataset to obtain
estimates of µˆk =
∑n
i=1 Xiζˆik/
∑n
i=1 ζˆik, and σˆ
2 = (np)−1
∑n
i=1(Xi − µˆk)′(Xi − µˆk)ζˆik. Once
the effects of the assigned centers and common scale has been removed from each observation
(using the K-clusters solution), the residuals ˆ1, . . . , ˆn where ˆi = (Xi −
∑K
k=1 µˆkζˆik)/σˆ for
i = 1, . . . , n, form a sample from the common density g(·). For each residual i, generate standard
random variable Zi ∼ Np(0, I), then compute Wi = Zi/||Zi||. The obtain ∗i = ||ˆli ||Wi, these
resampled residuals ∗i mantain the norms in the i. Adding these ˆ
∗
i ’s, after scaling with σˆ,
to the means of the corresponding cluster centers yields X∗i =
∑K
k=1 µˆkζˆik + σˆ
∗
i , for each
i = 1, . . . , n. This procedure is as in Maitra et al. (2012), but note that we replicate data
from the null model only one. Once the realization has been obtained, we fit the K-means and
K ′-means models to it and obtain the differenced normed residuals Ψ∗i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The sum
and corrected sum of squares of this replicated sample is used to estimate E(Ψ•) = nΨ¯∗ and
variance Var(Ψ•). Further, the kernel density estimate and cumulative distribution function
can be estimated under the null hypothesis from this replicate. We therefore come up with the
following scheme for estimating the p-value and the number of groups.
3.2.6 Determining the Number of Groups K
In their paper, Maitra et al. (2012) showed that it was possible to determine the number of
groups in the dataset using the method of significance assessment. Using a graphical tool, called
the p-value quantitation map, proposed by (Melnykov and Maitra, 2010) one can visualize
p-values for different tests, in their methodology comparing different mixture models. The
interpretation of such maps is easy because the intersection of a particular row column pair
yields the p-value of the test statistic for testing the corresponding H0 against the corresponding
H1. One important application of these maps is to obtain an optimal estimate of K, from
among a pre-specified range [Kmin,Kmax]. The quantitation map drawn represents p- and q-
values with K corresponding to the simpler model in H0 and the one (K
′) corresponding to
the more complicated model as H1. In this application, we assume that K
′ > K, although this
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not a restriction. We use the following suggest algorithm to determine the optimal number of
groups K in a give range [Kmin,Kmax],
1. Start testing from H0 : K = Kmin and H1 : K
′ = Kmin + 1.
2. If the q-value for testing H0 : K versus H1 : K
′ is less than the desired, false discovery
rate FDR (α, say), reassign K = K+1 and K ′ = K ′+1. Otherwise, reassign K ′ = K ′+1.
3. Repeat Step 2 until K ′ > Kmax. Report the current (null) K as the number of clusters.
This scenario is less conservative than sequentially testing H0 : K versus H1 : K+1 clusters for
K = Kmin,Kmin + 2, . . . ,Kmax− 1 until the first instance for which q-value ≥ α. As a stopping
criterion in our simulation set-up with choose Kˆ to be the optimal numbers of groups where
the null hypothesis have not been reject third times in a row.
3.2.7 Illustrative Example
Our illustration is on the dataset of Ruspini,(Ruspini, 1970), clustered via k-means for
different K, Kmin = 1 to Kmax = 7. Analysis done with this dataset using the bootstrap
approach was performed in Maitra et al. (2012) but here we replace the bootstrap methods by
the normal approximation. The q-values quantitation map based on the normal approximation
of S∗K,K′ , Figure 3.1 indicates that any clustering solution (K
′ > 0) is preferable over one with
no clustering (K = 0), and that any of the K ′- group (K ′ > 1) partitions is significantly better
(q < 0.05) than assuming a homogeneous structure in the data (K = 1). Indeed, it appears
that any of the partitions obtained using K ′ > K groups for K ′ 6= 7 is also significantly better
than the K-groups partition, for K = 4, 5. The results are similar with those in Maitra et al.
(2012) and illustrates applicability of our approach.
3.3 Experimental Evaluations
We performed simulation experiments to evaluate performance of our methodology. We
evaluated performance by using the methodology of Section 3.2 to estimate K in datasets of
many combinations of p,K and n, with both homogeneous spherical with normal mixture com-
ponents. Datasets were obtained using the C package CARP which provides simulated clustered
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Figure 3.1: Ruspini data set and the q-value quantitation map for the Ruspini dataset.
data from Gaussian mixture models as well t-mixture models with pre-specified overlap char-
acteristics, (Maitra and Melnykov, 2010). These overlap measures are summarized in the form
of the average (ω¯),(ωˇ) and/or generalized overlap ω¨, (Maitra, 2010). Larger values correspond
to a increasing in clustering difficulty. In these simulation set-up we controlled the generalized
overlap ω¨,. We generated 100 datasets at each combination of (p,K, n, ω¨) for the homogeneous
spherical clusters case, and at each combination of (p,K, n, ω¨, ν), for the mixture of t random
variables For all experiments, k-means++ of (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) was used to reduce
inizialization issues, performance was compared with results obtained using the Jump statistic
proposed by (Sugar and James, 2003) which estimates the number of clusters in datasets by
comparing the change of distortion rate. The second method using the KL index (Krzanowski
and Lai, 1985) and finally silhouette from (Rousseeuw, 1987).
Krzanoswki-Lai: KL(k) =
|(k − 1)2/pWSSk−1 − k2/pWSSk|
|k2/pWSSk − (k + 1)2/pWSSk+1|
Silhouette: sk(i) = (b(i)− a(i))/max{b(i), a(i)}
Jump: J(k) = D−yk −D−yk−1; where Dk = WSSk/(np)
(3.12)
where y > 0, tipically chosen to be y = p/2. For each simulated dataset and method, we
calculated R for the derived grouping (obtained at the estimated Kˆ ) relative to the true.
Silhouette width measure how well the observations are cluster with each group. Then, it
determine the number of groups that maximize the average width. The Jump method determine
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the number of groups that maximize J(k), note that Jump, depend of a parameter y. This
value is typically chosen to be p/2 by the assumption of homogenous groups.
3.3.1 Results for Homogenous Case
Our combinations of (K, p, n, ω¨) set K ∈ {4, 6}, p ∈ {5, 10}, n ∈ {500, 1000}, and ω¨ ∈
{0.001, 0.01, 0.05}. Evidence in the form of a graphical display of the distributions of Kˆ’s is
given in Figure 3.3. The stacked barplot represent the difference of the estimated number of
groups Kˆ, against the true number of groups K, i.e, Kˆ−K. Color close to yellow means that the
difference of estimate K, is small with zero to be perfect, while high red color means the method
is over estimating the number of groups. Our method using normal approximation, q-values
seems to perform very well to determine the number of groups even for high overlap, (higher
difficulting). The KL index seems to over estimate the number of groups while silhouette seems
to underestimate the number of groups, our highest competitor is the Jump methods that it
remains close to zero. Also performance was determine using the adjusted Rand Index R. In
Figure 3.2, adjusted rand index for each method was obtained q-values represent for normal
approximation, Kernel q-values represent the tail probability using kernel estimation. Our
method using normal approximation perform excellent compare with other methods including
Jump. Kernel estimation seems to perform weak, in Section 3.2.3 we mentioned some problems
using kernel estimation have when determining the convolution of random variables.
3.4 Real Data Set Application
In this section, we applied our proposed methodology to real life dataset. Our first approach
is on the image analysis topic of color quantization. This common technique to display images
on devices that are not (at least friendly) capable dealing with multicolor images. The second
dataset is on fMRI study to determine those voxels who level of BOLD levels increase significaly
to be determine as a activated region.
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Figure 3.2: Adjusted Rand Index for the homogenous spherical clusters.
3.4.1 Color Quantization in Image Analysis
Color quantization is a technique used in computer graphics to reduce the number of colors
in a image without losing its visual quality. This is done by taking each pixel in a image an
represent it in terms of red, green, and blue colors with different intensities values. This is known
as the RGB format. This means every image can be presented as a 3-dimensional dataset, with
the number of observations depending on the size of the image. An example, an image of size
256× 256(pixels) it is a dataset with 65,536 observations, and a 512× 512 can be represented
as a dataset with 262,144 observations. One of several approaches of color quantization consist
using the k-means algorithm, (Celebi, 2011). All the images use here were obtained in the web
and their all have free license. Our goal is to try to estimate an optimal number of groups.
Our interest in color quantization arise since there is not an true number of cluster, and higher
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the number of colors it better the quality of the image. Because as K increase the quality of
the image will get better by adding more color to it. The images format were in the Tagged
Image File Format, abbreviated TIFF or TIF. We applied the normal approximation to several
images. Then based on quantitation map we can visualize where does the null hypothesis is
not rejected. For instance, the conservative approach (of choosing the K for which we fail to
reject the null hypothesis against the alternative of K ′ ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 48} for the first time)
provides us with the largest number of colors which represents the image significantly better
than lesser number of colors. Figure 3.4, the first column presents the original images, the
second column with K = 4, the third column with K = 16 and the last column with K = 48.
We can observe that the number of groups increase the quality of the image also improved.
3.4.2 Assessing Significance on fMRI Studies
In this experiment subject were presented with audiovisual speech presented in a auditory
and visual modality. In here there were two types of stimulus: 1) audio-reliable, subjects can
clearly hear the word but the video of a woman saying the word is degraded 2) visual-reliable,
subjects can clearly see the video of a woman saying the word but the audio is degraded.
Each run consisted of randomized 10 blocks, with 5 blocks containing audio-reliable stimulus
and 5 blocks with visual-reliable. 3 times series (EPI) datasets for each subject with image
volumes of 80 × 80 × 33 × 152. T2*-weighted images for fMRI were collected using gradient
echo echo-planar imaging (TR = 2s) with voxels dimensions = 2.75 × 2.75 × 3.0mm3. Using
AFNI, a general linear regression model was fitted for each voxel with ARMA(1,1). One
also con fit a ordinary least squares but we are not going to pursue in here. After obtaining
estimates we obtained a statistical parametric map (SPM) for each of the contrast of interest
and finally a t-map for theses contrast. For each voxel i we test the following hypothesis,
H0 : βAudio,i = βV isual,iH1 : βAudio,i 6= βV isual,i. Using (Garcia, 2010) the t-map were smoothed
before applied k-means clustering algorithm. In Figure 3.5, quantitation map determine one
group, Kˆ = 1, which is the background. At the same time it determine that Kˆ = 14 and which
there exist more group.
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3.5 Discussion
In this paper, we develop methodology for assessing significance in compact clusters through
a nonparametric bootstrap procedure. The basic strategy compares any two models in a testing
framework and recommends the more complicated model only if we observe a significant p-value,
approximate it by a normal random variable. Our methodology was applied on classification
datasets and evaluated very thoroughly in a series of simulation experiments. For comparative
purposes, we evaluated performance of our methodology in terms of its ability to estimate
the number of clusters in the dataset. Finally, we also applied our methodology to determine
the minimum and optimal number of colors in a palette to represent RGB images as well to
determine the number of groups in a fMRI study.
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Figure 3.3: Frequency for the homogenous spherical clusters.
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Figure 3.4: Color quantization for multiple images, ocelot, tiger, peacock and iron lady painting.
For each panel (row), we have from left to right, the true image, the image for K = 8, 16, 32
respectively.
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with the number of estimated groups Kˆ = 13.
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CHAPTER 4. MERGING GROUPS USING NON-PARAMETRIC
ESTIMATION OF THE PAIRWISE OVERLAP
A paper in preparation
Israel Almodo´var-Rivera and Ranjan Maitra
Abstract
Most clustering techniques yield groups with some sort of regular definition, for instance
spherical, ellipsoidal, conical and so on. However, there are situations when clusters can be
irregular-shaped and then these methods are not particularly appropriate. In the context of
Gaussian-mixture-model-based clustering, clusters are often assumed to be merged components
with separation between any two groups of merged components defined through a maximum
value of the overlap. However, mixture modeling is time-consuming to implement and perhaps
unnecessary, so we provide here a new merging tool that does not require any distributional
assumptions and can be used with distribution-free clustering mechanisms such as the ubiq-
uitous k-means clustering algorithm. Our general framework computes the distribution of the
normed residuals from an appropriately fit k-groups model (with regular structure), and uses
this model to calculate the nonparametric overlap measure between two clusters. Further, we
extend this nonparametric version of the pairwise overlap as tool to merge groups. We illustrate
our methodology on sample datasets with irregular inherent group structures.
4.1 Introduction
Cluster analysis (Murtagh, 1985; Ramey, 1985; McLachlan and Basford, 1988; Kaufman
and Rousseuw, 1990; Everitt et al., 2001; Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Tibshirani and Walther,
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2005; Kettenring, 2006; Xu and Wunsch, 2009) is an unsupervised learning method that par-
titions datasets into distinct groups of homogeneous observations. Finding structure in data
can be challenging in the absence of group information but is an important problem in a
host of applications e.g. taxonomical classification (Michener and Sokal, 1957), market seg-
mentation (Hinneburg and Keim, 1999), software management (Maitra, 2001). As such, a
number of methods ranging from the heuristic (Johnson, 1967; Everitt et al., 2001; Jain and
Dubes, 1988; Forgy, 1965; MacQueen, 1967; Kaufman and Rousseuw, 1990) to the more formal
statistical-model-based approaches (Titterington et al., 1985; McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Fraley
and Raftery, 2002; Melnykov and Maitra, 2010) have been proposed and implemented.
There are several approaches to clustering(Xu and Wunsch, 2009) but the most common
algorithm in use is the model-agnostic optimization-based k-means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967;
Hartigan and Wong, 1979; Lloyd, 1982). A more statistically principled approach is provided
by model-based clustering (Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Melnykov and Maitra, 2010). In model-
based clustering, there is an assumption that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
each component of a mixture model and its clusters (Hennig, 2010; Li et al., 2007). There
are situations in which this correspondence does not exist or is just implausible and a more
appropriate statistical model for a group is in terms of a mixture of several components. A
proposal in this regard is then to merge mixture components that are not very distinct from each
other (Baudry et al., 2010; Hennig, 2010). To this end, Hennig (2010) developed the directly
estimated misclassification probabilities or the DEMP algorithm for the purposes of identifying
components to be merged. The author argued that the best measurement between two groups
is the one that maximizes the probability of misclassification. Thus DEMP calculates the
highest pairwise misclassification probability maxl ωl|k for l 6= k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, where ωl|k is
the conditional probability of an observation being classified as belong to the lth group given
that it arose from the kth group. DEMP does not need any additional mean vector and/or
covariances matrix calculations to compute this misclassification, and also it does not take into
account other probabilities, that is, it only takes into account the probability of ωl|k and not
ωk|l.
Recently, Melnykov (2016) developed a variation of DEMP called DEMP+ that measures
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the same relationship as DEMP but uses the misclassification probability of ωlk = ωl|k + ωk|l,
which is the same as the overlap measure defined by Maitra and Melnykov (2010) for Gaussian
mixture components. While alleviating the problem of the sums of two probability ωk|l, it relies
both on Gaussian mixture components and also on model-based clustering itself. While model-
based clustering offers a principled approach to the grouping of observations into groups with
regular structures (that are compact ellipsoidal in the case of Gaussian mixture components),
it is time-consuming and perhaps unnecessary to use when the objective is simply to find the
most appropriate clustering, without regard to any particularly-desired shape or orientation.
To this end, we propose to investigate k-means clustering which is much faster and can handle
larger datasets more readily.
Recognizing this aspect of the k-means algorithm Melnykov (2016) contended that the
DEMP+ algorithm (and presumably, the DEMP algorithm) can be used by assuming equal
mixing proportions and homogeneous spherical dispersions in the mixture components. The
basis for this assertion is the framing of the k-means algorithm of Lloyd (1982) as a Classifica-
tion Expectation-Maximization (CEM) Algorithm, see for details (Fraley and Raftery, 1998).
Note, however, that the k-means clustering makes hard assignments of each observation and,
indeed the most commonly used in statistics and statistical software such as R (R Core Team,
2017) is the efficient Hartigan and Wong (1979) which handles computations quite differently
and sparingly than the Lloyd (1982) algorithm. Indeed, Maitra et al. (2012) have provided
a nonparametric framework for algorithms including k-means and it is of interest if such a
framework can be exploited along with density estimation theory to provide an approach that
can help calculations.
In this paper therefore, we propose and explore a new methodology that is distribution-free
merging measurement tool based on overlap probabilites. The approach assumes that this mis-
classfication arises from a unknown distribution characterized by the residuals obtained under
the K-clusters solution. Since the residuals have non-negative support, an asymmetric kernel,
in particular, a gamma kernel estimator Chen (2000) is used in order to obtain the distribution
function of these residuals. Results on minima are exploited to provide a scheme and stopping
criterion for the merging of groups originally obtained using the k-means algorithm.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 details methodology. Section
4.3 is where we study our proposed methodology in simulated and real datasets with the
objective of finding general-shaped and oriented structures. We conclude with some discussion.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Background and Preliminaries
4.2.1.1 Problem statement
Let Ξ = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn} be a random sample of n p-dimensional observations, with each
Xi ∼
C∑
c=1
ζicfc(x), (4.1)
where C is the number of groups, ζic = I(Xi∈Cc), and fc(x) is the cluster-specific density of
an observation in the cth cluster. Further, I(·) is the indicator function and Cc is the set of
observations in the sample belonging to the cth cluster. Our objective is to obtain the estimated
ζics (equivalently, Ccs) for each c = 1, 2, . . . , C where C itself may be unknown. Our initial
starting point in this scenario is that for each c = 1, 2, . . . , C the density fc(x) for any Xi ∈ Cc
(i.e. ζic = 1) can be further described by
fc(x) =
kc∑
k=1
ζCcik h(‖x− µCck ‖), (4.2)
where h(·) is defined on the positive part of the real line, and is such that h(‖x‖) is a zero-
centered density in Rp with spherical level hyper-surfaces. This means that each cluster in
the dataset can be further decomposed into multiple groups, each with homogeneous spherical
dispersion. Thus, each observation Xi ∈ Ξ can be modeled as Xi ∼
∑C
c=1
∑kc
k=1 ζ
Cc
ik h(‖x −
µCck ‖), or equivalently by
Xi ∼
K∑
k=1
ζ◦ikh(‖x− µ◦k‖), (4.3)
where ζ◦iks and µ
◦
ks are respectively the collection of all the ζ
Cc
ik s and all the µ
Cc
k s. Note that∑C
c=1
∑kc
k=1 = K (which is also unknown). The formulation of the density as (4.3) means that
the k-means algorithm (Forgy, 1965; Lloyd, 1982; Hartigan and Wong, 1979) can be employed
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along with methods such as the jump statistic (Sugar and James, 2003) to obtain a first-
pass clustering of the data where the dataset is partitioned into as estimated number (K) of
spherically-dispersed groups. Our proposal in this section is to develop methods for merging
these k-means solutions to obain the clusters {Cc; c = 1, 2, . . . , C} with C also requiring to be
estimated.
4.2.1.2 Smooth Estimation of the Cumulative Distribution Function
We first introduce a smooth estimator for an univariate cumulative distribution function
(cdf) H(y). Let Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn be a random sample having distribution function H(·) and
density function h(·). The most common and natural estimator of a cdf is the empirical cdf
(ecdf) defined to be
Hˆn(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
I(Yi ≤ y). (4.4)
It is easy to see that Hˆn(y) is an unbiased estimator of H(y), that is, IE[Hˆn(y)] = H(y). Further,
it converges almost surely to the true cdf H(·). However, the ecdf is a step function for any
n and so is not necessarily an appropriate estimator for a smooth continuous cdf, even though
it becomes smooth in the limit as n→∞. An alternative kernel estimator (Rosenblatt et al.,
1956; Parzen, 1962; Silverman, 1986; Wand and Jones, 1995) for H(·) replaces the indicator
function in (4.4) by a smooth function. Strictly speaking, kernel estimation is most often
employed in the context of the nonparametric estimation of densities (Silverman, 1986) but it
can also be extended for smooth estimation of the cdf by integrating over the domain of the
kernel. Let G(y) =
∫ y
−∞K(u)du be the distribution function of a kernel function K(·). The
kernel cdf estimator is then defined as
Hˆb(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
G
(
y − Yi
b
)
, (4.5)
where b is the bandwidth or smoothing parameter. In (4.5), we have assumed that the kernel is
symmetric – this is the most popular approach, with several variants of which the most common
examples are the Gaussian and the Epanechnikov kernels (Epanechnikov, 1969; Azzalini, 1981;
Reiss, 1981). However, the use of a symmetric kernel is inappropriate in contexts when the
support of the distribution is not on the real line but rather on one side, for example, when it is
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used to model the cdf of a nonnegative random variable as would happen if we were modeling the
distribution of normed residuals. In such a case, using a symmetric kernel causes the assignment
of weights outside the domain of the observations, resulting in boundary bias (Bouezmarni and
Scaillet, 2005). To overcome that, Chen (2000) proposed replacing the symmetric kernel in
(4.5) with an asymmetric kernel, based on the gamma density. He showed that his asymmetric
kernel behaves similarly as the Gaussian kernel and achieves a rate of convergence in terms of
the mean squared error. The gamma kernel density estimator is defined as,
hˆb(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
K (Yi; y, b) , (4.6)
where K(Yi; y, b) =
Y
y/b
i e
−Yi/b
Γ(y/b+1)by/b+1
. A smooth estimator of the corresponding cdf is obtained by
integrating the kernel function K(·), i.e, G(Yi; y, b) =
∫ x
0 K(Yi; t, b)dt, then
Hˆb(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
G (Yi; y, b) , (4.7)
where G(Yi; y, b) =
∫ y
0
Y
t/b
i e
−Yi/b
Γ(t/b+1)bt/b+1
dt. Note that the gamma kernel estimator does not involve
the differences like its Gaussian counterpart. Further, there is no closed-form solution for
obtaining values of G(Yi; y, b) so numerical integration techniques need to be resorted to. While
other choices exist, in this paper, we restrict ourselves to using the gamma kernel because of
its relatively simple form and flexibility of use.
4.2.1.3 The Pairwise Overlap Measure
Maitra and Melnykov (2010) defined the pairwise overlap to be the sum of the misclassifi-
cation probabilities ωlk ≡ ωkl = ωl|k + ωk|l with
ωl|k = P[X is assigned to Cl |X is truly in Ck] (4.8)
which for any two mixture components with densities f(x | θk) and f(x | θl) and mixing pro-
portions pik and pil is given by P (pikf(xi|θk) < pilf(xi|θl)|xi ∈ f(xi|θl)). In the above θk and θl
are the parameter sets associated associated with the kth and lth mixture component densities
respectively. Note that while Maitra and Melnykov (2010) defined (4.8) for mixture densities,
the definition is general enough to not only include other clustering situations including in the
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case as general as when we have cluster distributions given by arbitrary densities of the type
in (4.1). Note that while the pairwise overlap is defined for situations such as explained in
Section 4.2.1.1, calculating or estimating it in that case is another proposition altogether for
which we provide a distribution-free method next.
4.2.2 Nonparametric Estimation of the Pairwise Overlap
Our objective is to obtain the pairwise overlap in a distribution-free settting. Suppose
that we have the setup provided by (4.3) and that we have obtained estimates of ζ◦iks, µ
◦
ks
by well-optimized k-means solutions. Further K has been determined by some criterion (in
this paper, we use the Jump statistic (Sugar and James, 2003) though other methods such
as (Krzanowski and Lai, 1985) could also be used). These estimated values are given by ζˆ◦ik,
µˆ◦k =
∑n
i=1Xiζˆ
◦
ik/
∑n
i=1 ζˆ
◦
ik and Kˆ, respectively. The ith residual from the kth cluster is defined
as
ˆi = Xi −
Kˆ∑
k=1
µ◦kζˆ
◦
ik. (4.9)
The normed residuals, that is, Ψˆi =
√
ˆ′iˆi = ‖Xi −
∑Kˆ
i=1 µˆ
◦
k‖ for i = 1, . . . , n; k = 1, . . . , Kˆ.
are a sample from h(·) with distribution function H(·) and having support in [0,∞). We
propose using the asymmetric gamma kernel estimator Hˆb(x) of (4.7) for estimating H(·). We
use the rule-of-thumb estimator for the bandwidth parameter and call the estimator to be
HˆΨ(·) ≡ Hˆbˆ(·).
4.2.2.1 Overlap Between Two k-means groups
From the estimated HˆΨ(·) the pairwise overlap (4.8) between two clusters can be calculated
by
ωl|k = P [‖X − µl‖ < ‖X − µk‖ |X ∈ Ck] = 1− P
[
Ψk < Ψl(k)
]
(4.10)
where Ψk represents the normed residual obtained from the kth cluster, and Ψl(k) represents
the normed pseudo-residual obtained from subtracting the lth cluster mean µl from an obser-
vation X ∈ Ck. Note that while P[Ψk < y] can be estimated by HˆΨ(y), the calculation of
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P
[
Ψk < Ψl(k)
]
is not that straightforward so for that we propose a plug-in estimator
P
[
Ψk < Ψl(k)
]
=
1
n◦k
n∑
i=1
ζˆ◦ikHˆΨ(‖Xi − µˆ◦l ‖). (4.11)
where n◦k =
∑n
i=1 ζˆ
◦
ik. Similarly, we can obtain estimates of ωk|l and, hence, ωkl. We call this
estimated overlap ωˆkl ≡ ωˆlk.
4.2.2.2 Overlap Between Two Composite Groups
A composite group is formed when it can be further decomposed into sub-populations as
specified in (4.2). As mentioned earlier, the pairwise overlap definition of (4.8) extends to this
case also. Here, we provide methods to calculate this measure.
Let ωCl|Ck be as in (4.8) but we use ωCl|Ck rather than ωl|k in order to specify that the overlap
measure is between two composite clusters. Note that ωCl|Ck = 1 − P[minr∈Ck ‖X − µr‖ <
minj∈Cl ‖X − µj‖ | X ∈ Ck]. Suppose now that C◦s⇓k is the sth spherical sub-cluster of Ck
with mean µ◦s, s = 1, 2, . . . , Gk. For practical reasons, we make the practical but simplifying
assumption that if X ∈ Ck, then argminr∈{1,2,...,Gk} ‖X −µ◦r‖ = s ⇓ k implies that X is in the
subgroup given by Cs⇓k. Under this assumption,
P
[
min
r∈Ck
‖X − µr‖ < y |X ∈ Ck
]
= 1−
[
1− P
(
min
r∈Ck
Ψr < y
)]
= 1−[1− P (Ψr < y)]Gk (4.12)
where Ψr is a normed residual obtained from the k-means solution for the rth spherically-
dispersed subgroup in the kth cluster. We use the gamma kernel distribution estimator to
obtain P (Ψr < y). From (4.8), and using the same ideas as in (4.11) we get the following
plugin estimator
ωˆCl|Ck = 1−
[
1− 1
nc
nc∑
i=1
ζˆicHˆΨ(min
r∈Cl
‖Xi − µr‖)P ()
]Gk
(4.13)
and, similarly for ωˆCk|Cl . Thus, we can calculate ωˆCkCl = ωˆCl|Ck + ωˆCk|Cl , or equivalently ωˆClCk .
4.2.3 A Hierarchical Cluster Merging Algorithm
Merging clusters deals with two majors issues, 1) finding a reasonable measurement of to
merge groups and detecting the number of groups K. A general hierarchical merging algorithm,
describe as follows
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1. Let the number of groups to K, then the initial partition is given by C1, C2, . . . , CK .
2. Find the pair (Cl, Ck) producing the highest level (or measurement) between compo-
nents. Usually this measurement component denoted m, it help obtain using (l, k) =
argmaxj,im(Cj , Ci), for i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,K and j < i.
3. If the specified stopping criterion is satisfied, report the detected number of clusters K
and C1, C2, . . . , CK , finish the algorithm, otherwise continue.
4. Combine groups Cl = (Cl,∪Ck), then K = K − 1, and remunerate clusters to be ordered
from 1 to K, in this case K − 1.
5. Repeat step 2, until stopping algorithm.
4.3 Experimental Evaluations
In this section we illustrate the performance of the non-parametric pairwise overlap on
some datasets. The various examples highlight some of the strength of our methodology.
For several two-dimensional examples, we present partitions using the proposed method. For
all datasets we provide R between the true partition and the partition at each step. We
evaluate the methodology in some datasets where it is known that k-means will perform poorly.
As visualization tool, we proposed displaying the nonparametric pairwise overlap by using
quantitation map. Since we are comparing cluster components, note the interaction is the
probability of miss-classification from cluster l and the kth cluster. Our first example in is
experimental data set developed Stuetzle and Nugent (2010).
4.3.1 Bananas and Sphere Data Set
This 2-dimensional dataset example consist of two separated groups each resembling a ba-
nana each banana group contains 750 observations. The banana-shaped groups are surrounded
by a third group in the shape of a full ring composed of 1500 observations. In addition 15
randomly scattered points are added to this dataset for a total of 3015 observations. We ap-
ply k-means for a range of Kmax = 30, using the Jump method Sugar and James (2003),
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we estimated the number of groups, in this particular dataset Kˆ = 26. The idea is to start
with large K, such that the groups are groups as homogeneous as possible.Banana clump true
data set with their true groups on the left. The middle one is partitioning the dataset using
k-means,R = 0.05, the next one using after merging in the first step R = 0.80 and finally
R = 0.75.
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Figure 4.1: Banana-sphere data with original from the left, with k-means, then first merging
step and the final merging.
4.3.2 Banana-clump and Bullseye Data set
The next examples are are taken from Stuetzle and Nugent (2010). The Banana-clump
dataset consist of a Gaussian cloud and a banana-shaped group with a total of 200 observations.
The Bullseye Dataset consists of a Gaussian cloud surrounded by a spherical cluster with a
total of 400 observations, their data and code is available at the journal website as part of the
supplemental material.
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Figure 4.2: Bullseye and banana clump data set with their corresponding true ids.
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The first dataset is the bullseye data. Figure 4.2 our algorithm seems to recover both
groups the R = 0.92 for the final merging step. Figure 4.3 contained the results for the
proposed merging algorithm. At the first merging step the algorithm Adjusted Rand index
R = 0.59, and the final merging step the adjusted Rand index R = 1.
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Figure 4.3: Merging algorithm above from below is the each resulting step after merging and
the corresponding map.
4.4 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to merging clusters. Our approach combines
the formalism and practicality by using the k-means algorithm. This new approach relies on
the estimates of the the pairwise overlap, developed by Maitra and Melnykov (2010), but in a
nonparametric setting. So far the approach is done by bounding the pairwise overlap and then
merging those clusters that have a overlap measure larger than a given threshold. We applied
this new merging approach to a framework where simple clustering methods do not provide
satisfactory solutions. Our method works well in a set of simulation experiments.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we developed some contributions for k-means clustering problems. In Chap-
ter 2, we developed a k-means algorithm for a semi-supervised framework. We introduced a
variation of the k-means that adapts to a semi-supervised framework. We developed a variation
of Hartigan-Wong as well for Lloyd’s while accounting for the labeled data. We also proposed a
adaptation of k-means++ for semi-supervised framework, as well for the Jump methods to es-
timate the number of groups. Our method seems to perform well while assuming these knowns
groups information are correct. Although there exists cases where the class is not correct. Also
our method for k-means++ achieve the rate for the upper in terms of O(logK), but it keep
the centers fixed.
Our second contribution we extended the bootstrap significance hypothesis test to determine
the number of groups in a dataset. In here we address this by proposing two approaches that
are distribution free, 1) Kernel estimation of the convolution and 2) normal approximation of
the sums of random variables. Our method is flexible when testing for different number of
groups since it does not required to test sequentially. We applied this methodology in two
real life examples in assessing significance. Our method seems to performed very well for
homogenous spherical groups as well mixtures gaussian components. We are sure this can be
easily extendent the general ellipsoidal clusters as well groups that depart from gaussian.
Our third contribution is a distribution free approach to merge groups. We first determined
the normed residuals of each cluster solution. We showed that this normed residuals for a
random sample for a univariate density with non-negative support. We proposed a estimate of
the pairwise overlap using a gamma kernel estimator for the distribution function. Performance
of kernel density estimator depend of the choice of the smoothing parameter, although in here
we use a rule-of-thumb for the gamma kernel other choices are possibles as well. Finally
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we extend this overlap measurement to combine groups by estimating the distribution of the
minimum distance. Finally, we applied our methodology in problems where k-means perform
poorly.
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